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1.

Dimitrios 4 minutes ago
@ Russell what do you mean?
Meanwhile we are going up fast!!!

2.

Russell Deitch 2 minutes ago
1 hr 20 mins until this is locked in.

3.

Tai'lahr 3 minutes ago
I've started a collection of all the links to various articles, posts, videos, etc.
from the campaign. Please check it out and post if you have any additions or
corrections. http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

4.

Anedmo 5 minutes ago
Really want to reach the stretch goal as well and added another boxed copy.
It's a now or never - and just to requote Dimitrios:
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' ! Last Chance! i
wonder what will be inside.......Mystery???????!"

5.

Russell Deitch 5 minutes ago
@Dimitrios, what of?

6.

Dimitrios 6 minutes ago
@ Russell i am jealous!!!!!!

7.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 6 minutes ago
@Tiago, looks beautiful
@Joshua thank you

8.

Russell Deitch 6 minutes ago
It looks like Google Translate has improved! It's better than a babel fish
now. :)

9.

Joshua Sauer 7 minutes ago
According to Google Translate, Portuguese for Obduction is Obducção.

10.

Tiago Regueiras 8 minutes ago
@James It would be "obducção".

11.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 8 minutes ago
Linking in http://thankyoucyan.com/

12.

Russell Deitch 9 minutes ago
/me waits for golden ...

13.

Tai'lahr 9 minutes ago
@James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley): I presume the best translation of
Obduction would be whatever it is for "layering over."

14.

Nila Mu'Hari 10 minutes ago
chk ;)
Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 2 hours ago
@Nila Because I haven't commented much today, and the full update won't
be made till morning...
Some secret information for you guys who are up.
3am – 4:30am PST: Ryan talks with you – one on one!
No, seriously – one on one! Ryan will personally thank you for supporting

Obduction. Sign into Skype and message cyan_inc. that you’d like to chat.
Ryan will call you during these hours.
5am – 6am PST: Countdown Google Hangout with Bloodies & Bubblies
Rand’s bringing the Mimosas and Ryan’s bringing the Bloody Marys – Party
with the Obduction team as we count down the final moments of the
Obduction Kickstarter together in style! Stick around for a special thank-you
from Rand at 6:06 AM.

15.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 11 minutes ago
How would you say Obduction in Portuguese ?

16.

Tiago Regueiras 12 minutes ago
YEY!!!!

17.

Dimitrios 13 minutes ago
and judging by Cyan's past........................!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

18.

Dimitrios 14 minutes ago
We dont know ....what will be inside the "EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION
SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"
but :
EXCLUSIVE !!!!!!!!!!!! and
SPECIAL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!>>>>>>>>> great mystery there ....oh
my.................

19.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 14 minutes ago
I will be forever Tiago2 lol

20.

Tiago Regueiras 15 minutes ago
Good morning James =) do you know that our names are pretty much the
same? Tiago is the equivalent to James in Portuguese =D...

21.

Nila Mu'Hari 16 minutes ago
@Chris: not by now - but pls keep in mind, you'll also review all the lower
tiers at that level!

22.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 17 minutes ago
Good Morning Tiago

23.

Chris Bobb 18 minutes ago
*anything more*

24.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 18 minutes ago
Hi fellow Obductees, been mr Lurky of late, tried to hone in on the Disc Golf
angle on the twitosphere, no bites so far! who knows? running out of ideas.
Did discover though Scotlands first Disc Golf course is just a couple of miles
from where I live!! who would know!

25.

Tiago Regueiras 19 minutes ago
GOOOOOOOOOOOOOD MOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOORNIIIIIIIIIING
OOOOOOOOOBDUUUUUUUUUCTEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEES
!!!! WELCOME TO THE FINAL ROUND!!!!!!!!!!! *TING* *TING* AND THE
CROWD ROARS AS THIS KICKTARTER LAUNCHES (beware, it's not lunch
Horatio) IT SELF ONTO THE RING AND KNOCKS OUT ALL THE
STRETCHES IN FRONT OF HIM!!!!! HE IS INSATIABLE!!!! HE IS
UNSTOPPABLE!!!! HE IS OBDUCTION!!!!!!!! *****ROAR***** in a close
related anouncement, a good morning to everyone =D...

26.

Chris Bobb 19 minutes ago
Do we actually know that there's going to be anymore more inside the box
than just the game? I mean, I'm hoping there is for $75....but do we know
that?

27.

João Eiras 20 minutes ago
@Dimitrios my pledge is already 3 figures big :) I'll be getting the boxed
edition and more.

28.

Johann Harding 25 minutes ago
Boo Occulus rift and it's "screen door ". Wii U YEAH YEAH ! WII U! DO A WII
U STRETCH Gets somes info on Occulus Rift's screens

29.

Jose Cardoso 30 minutes ago
To show solidarity I've added another boxed copy to my already pain
inducing pledge (good pain mind you). My wife will be having words with me
later. :S

30.

Griffin 31 minutes ago
Good morning Tai'lahr!

31.

Dimitrios 32 minutes ago
@ Carol i am doing the same !
@ whoever update his her pledge you took the right decision!!!!!
Now back to find more last minute money to take more!!

32.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 32 minutes ago
@ Tai'lahr, good morning.

33.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 33 minutes ago
0_0, Wouldn't it be nice if some day, all the games could be linked up with
Uru online so we could all play together.

34.

Galit ~ Obduction! 33 minutes ago
@Carol I just hope enough people think the same way for the next 26 hours
and we can reach that first stretch goal! Ok.... time to head off to work and
start my day right! =)

35.

Tai'lahr 33 minutes ago
Good morning, Obductees!

36.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 36 minutes ago
@ Galit, thank you, you will not regret it.

37.

Griffin 37 minutes ago
@laughingpineapple Yes, I wouldn't want to send mine through Chile's mail (I
live in Chile) either; I either bring stuff back from my parents' place when I'm
visiting, or use an import courier service (they give you an "address" in the
states and get your stuff through customs and shipped to you, more
expensive but also more secure).

38.

Galit ~ Obduction! 37 minutes ago
Well.... a signed book/poster ... and a box to open and a box to keep
sealed... yup, I think that's worth pinching pennies for awhile! =)

39.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 37 minutes ago
@ Greg, I am still pushing messages out to everyone I can think of, trying to
get all the backers we can.

40.

Greg Szemiot 39 minutes ago
Just $80,000 to go.... damn how much I want Oculus Rift support

41.

Nila Mu'Hari 39 minutes ago
Galit killed it !!!

42.

Jose Cardoso 40 minutes ago
@Galit Wow. Nicely done. I hope that won't cause too much wallet pain. :)

43.

Galit ~ Obduction! 41 minutes ago
@Criswell @Dimitrios @Jose @Carol
Ok... you all convinced me to go in for an extra boxed copy. I just left Show
and Tell, jumped to the Art Collector and also added for another boxed copy.
$120 to $300 just like that .... *sigh* I just have to remind myself how much I
like eating Ramen noodles everyday.... =)

44.

laughingpineapple 41 minutes ago
Meeeep. Upped to exclusive boxed edition. But I'm terrified that my country's
postal system will mess it up, as it's notoriously terrible - I sure hope there's a
tracking option for those international shippings. :(

45.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago
@ Dimitios, I know how much I want my exclusive boxed edition, I wouldn't
dream of taking yours.

46.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
@ Jose + 10 (and some for friends or kids!!!!! too)
@ Carol no please dont do that please .....dont want to imagine!!!
Meanwhile the number are going up fast very fast!!!!!!
My prediction is that EGG tier will vanish and more will buy the BOX
sit tight........................

47.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago
@ Dimitrios, you will find me sitting there with a sadistic grin on my face, I will
say "I stole your disc"

48.

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago
@Dimitrios Glad to see I'm not the only one that thinks I should have one to

open and one to keep ;)

49.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
@ Criswell+10!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I cant even imagine my shaked hands opening this BOX
(75$) ....................................
what i will find inside????????
will i be able to breathe what secret will be revealed.........oh my i nee to buy
more Special Edition Boxes!!!!!!!!!!!!!1

50.

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago
@Seba Massive X-Files fan here. Nice idea though I'm not sure that's what
us fans really focused on. For me it was the Sci-fi aspect, specifically the
Alien colonisation arc, that hooked my along with the Mulder/Scully dynamic.
For others it was the pure Mulder/Scully will they won't they thing. Worth a try
all the same.

51.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 1 hour ago
That's right, D'nitrios. There will be NO boxed edition other than the
EXCLUSIVE boxed edition. In two years, when I present my special teacher
with his, I will explain that what he has received truly does not in fact exist.

52.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago
@ Kelly, welcome.

53.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
Final hours! Join us in backing #Obduction – a new game from the creators
of Myst & Riven @cyanworlds http://bit.ly/cyan-game
lets rock!!!!!!!!!!

54.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago
Welcome to the family all new backers, bring your friends, family, granny, the
dog, grab the mail-man by is meat & two veg, you will all be welcome here.
And thank you.

55.

Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago
EUROPE come on! Let's ROCK this place!!!!

56.

Mac_Fife about 1 hour ago
Up to this point I don't think that PayPal will be contributing much to the total most folks will surely have found it easier to go directly through KS. But once
the campaign closes, that's the only way to add funding, so it really depends
on how long it stays an option. It might be cool if it could last right through
development so Cyan can add the most features possible, but I guess they
don't want to leave it too open ended else they'll find it hard to define "the
end".

57.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 1 hour ago
And "someone", if you are reading this, you know who you are, has asked for
one of the postcards, and I have promised to send it. So, for you, I have to be
committed to at least the SHOW AND TELL tier.

58.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 1 hour ago
Helena, the stretch goal may be out of reach for the closing bell, but do not
exclude PayPal, because that avenue stays open for 30 more days, and
maybe even 60. I'm pushing NOT for OR/LOCAL, NOT for
ROADTRIP/WORLD, I'm pushing for THE BLURRY GOAL.

59.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord about 1 hour ago
Damnnit. I have too much faith that Cyan will make something awesome to
not back. I tried to hold out! Take my money!
*Ahem* And if there are people who like Space, check out The Mandate, it's
particularly awesome.

60.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
@ Chris smart decision the Exclusive Oduction Special BOX Edition is a one
in a life time chance!!!!!
You can take more than one using addons (for friends like me lol, or for
collector) ..................

61.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
ok time to push !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

62.

Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago
almost @1.220M

63.

Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago
AWESOME, Chris!!! :)

64.

Chris Bobb about 1 hour ago
Just went from $25 to $75. Every little bit helps!

65.

Helena about 1 hour ago
@ Paolo, same here - I was expecting a bigger boost from the 48-hour
warning. But it looks like most people already pledged the day before.

66.

Seba about 1 hour ago
I'm probably mentioning something brought up a month ago, but has anyone
tried reaching out to the X-Files communities? Not sure if there are any
communities even left at this point, but the show was huge, a game about
'abductions' should be up their alley, and... the only X-Files game I know of
was an FMV, first-person point'n'click adventure ;)
http://www.mobygames.com/game/x-files-game
@Ryan Warzecha - secret information! Which Ryan though, there are two

Ryans on the team now, one with a W. and one with an M. ;)

67.

Branko,Miskovic about 1 hour ago
@David 1+

68.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
@Mac +1

69.

Mac_Fife about 2 hours ago
Not everyone has 15th as a pay date (mine is 24th) so I'm not sure how
much of a difference that will make. But we can hope!

70.

David Boucher about 2 hours ago
I don't care about the Occulus Rift. Gimme that extra world please...

71.

Paolo C. about 2 hours ago
@ Dimitrios you are right, I was just worried because the 48h notice has not
brought as new backers as expected

72.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
and dont forget at 15th the NEW salary..........

73.

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago
hey guys! it's still 27 hours to go... the final BOOST is still about to come!! :)

74.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
@ Paolo maybe you have right but ...........................nothing is finished
This community is full of surprises!!!
hehe i know that many ppl like me waiting for the very last moments to
update their pledges to take an additional addon (box, digital , t-shirt) and
maybe more than one...!!!
sit tight fasten your seatbelts , SPECIAL EDITION BOX and BOOK,and TShirt we are coming and we are coming very hot!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1

75.

Branko,Miskovic about 2 hours ago
@Dimitrios
I pledged the art collector $250 yup i am also very near the limit of my card
to.
I have to watch my spending next year xD

76.

Paolo C. about 2 hours ago
@ Mac_Fife yes, based on KS trends I was expecting a much bigger final
boost. An reason could be that this is not a standard KS project. This
amazing community moved a lot of people in the last 2 weeks so probably
some of the usual last 2 days backers were attracted by the insane amount
of advertising done by the people here

77.

Paolo C. about 2 hours ago
We'll get the 1.3M stretch but tbh I was expecting much more pledges in this
last run :-/

78.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
@ Branko goodmorning mine is near the limit, next thing i will do is rob a
bank but hec
I want The BOX (one in a lifetime)
@ Sean thank you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

79.

Sean Concannon about 2 hours ago
@ Maarten - I've done everything I can including add a link to this kickstarter
in my sig description on the actual OculusVR dev forum. Told all my friends
and even shared links from Cloudhead games who has another big project I
am helping provide support for.

80.

Branko,Miskovic about 2 hours ago
Morning everyone.
I am still worried if i go over my credit card limit :o
But this game must have my support :)

81.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
@ Fien + 100!
@ Mac +1 for the Charts!! don't like the result though lol!! i will post mine
when i will collect the in 3h 14min !!
I like them though really.
Mean while see my yesterday ones
http://imageshack.us/a/img546/9143/utys.png
http://imageshack.us/a/img706/4067/q8ci.png
http://imageshack.us/a/img849/9854/hwld.png
http://imageshack.us/a/img46/7483/3loh.png

82.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 2 hours ago
I want Oculus Rift so bad, I'll double my pledge. But only if absolutely
necessary in the final hours.

83.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
we are trending towards 1.304.000$ and 22900 backers! every cent is
counting
This are without 100+ backers hidden at the BIG numbers on the right upper
KS corner which means
58.9$ x 100=5890 and without Paypal!
Also wait for the big final push (me for example i will double!!!!!!)
We will take off faster than light
Imagine 10000 B x 25$-30$-50$ = 250.000$----500.000$
1.300.000$ + the above :) = ?????????? the limit is the Galaxy!!!!!!!!!!

84.

Paul Burns about 2 hours ago
@cyan Why don't you create another add-on? $10 for those who want the

extra-world and road-trip mode. Enough of them and you make the stretch.
Otherwise, it can form the basis of a bonus pack to be sold on top of the main
game when ready. I'd buy it.

85.

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago
That's a party I wont miss! @Ryan
See ya guys tomorrow - can't wait!

86.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
@ Joao you will need that money in 2 years !!!!!!!!!!
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' is one in a
lifetime!!!!!!

87.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago
@ Mac_Fife, lets hope everyone forgot to check their email yesterday but will
remember today.

88.

Mac_Fife about 2 hours ago
A much slower day yesterday despite the reminder emails means that
anything beyond the first stretch goal looks out of reach now :( Although I
suppose it wasn't that long ago that even making base funding looked touch
and go.
I've updated my charts and moved all of them onto my blog post:
http://www.mac-fife.me.uk/uru-blogs/19-obduction

89.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago
@ Joao, but, but we need you.

90.

João Eiras about 2 hours ago
Bah, can't increase my pledge. Need to save some money to buy an Occulus
Rift ;)

91.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
@ Maarten we will be here for you !!!!!!!!!!!! no worries come for the later
party!!!!
@ Carol hehehehe+
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' we are
coming!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

92.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago
@ Maarten, have a great time and hope to run into you in Uru or on message
boards. Take care.

93.

Maarten Dijkstra about 2 hours ago
keep at it people!
have an awesome last 24 hours - unfortunately I won't see much of it as I'm
out flying to a wedding. Well done Cyan, and congrats. It's been a fun ride :)

Can't wait for the game!

94.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago
@ Dimitrios, ME. Lol

95.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
12.33 pm in Athens Greece .......whats in the SPECIAL EDITION BOX ?? lol

96.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 2 hours ago
Sure we can make it. Steady stream of pledges. Less than $3000 needed per
hour, just the same like yesterday.

97.

Dustin Ryman about 2 hours ago
4:32 AM here in Texas, USA

98.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
Oh my god !, the GOD himself!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
@ RYAN what will be inside the 75$ box ??? :):) :)

99.

laughingpineapple about 2 hours ago
*Europe waves at super early morning Spokane*

100.

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 2 hours ago
This is 3AM Saturday morning in Spokane.

101.

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 2 hours ago
@Nila Because I haven't commented much today, and the full update won't
be made till morning...
Some secret information for you guys who are up.
3am – 4:30am PST: Ryan talks with you – one on one!
No, seriously – one on one! Ryan will personally thank you for supporting
Obduction. Sign into Skype and message cyan_inc. that you’d like to chat.
Ryan will call you during these hours.
5am – 6am PST: Countdown Google Hangout with Bloodies & Bubblies
Rand’s bringing the Mimosas and Ryan’s bringing the Bloody Marys – Party
with the Obduction team as we count down the final moments of the
Obduction Kickstarter together in style! Stick around for a special thank-you
from Rand at 6:06 AM.

102.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 2 hours ago
Dmitrios, it's from a company that makes puzzle games. What is inside the
box is another puzzle to solve. :) CD, extremely basic user manual (put da
disk in da drive, wait for da prompt, do what da prompt say to do) and of
course, something only Cyan would do, which they won't tell us even on the
box, because they want us to be surprised.

103.

Helena about 2 hours ago
So: coming up to the last 24 hours. The second stretch goal seems out of
reach now, but can we make the first? Looks like I may end up having to
raise my pledge a bit more...

104.

Chris Bobb about 3 hours ago
Another $23k while I was asleep?! ....hmmmm, maybe I should just sleep for
the next 27 hours.

105.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago
@ All our new backers, thank you so much and please could you tell
everyone you know before time runs out. Thank you again.

106.

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago
gute nacht, ryan! tomorrow you guys need to be awake until 3p.m. CET! :))

107.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
@ Ryan goodnight!

108.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago
@ Ryan good morning and goodnight.

109.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago
@ Nila, I have tweeted Minecraft, I know the guys there are awesome, I just
wish I had thought about this weeks ago. If they can just get the word out for
us it might just help.

110.

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 3 hours ago
Good night

111.

Tom van der Spek about 3 hours ago
Slightly less than 28 hours to collect something more than $82K. That is
$3,000 each hour. tight, but I think we can make it.
So Cyan can put Obduction at the top of the market, making the game
suitable for the Oculus Rift.
But I dearly hope that the other (PayPal) gift are enough to reach the second
stretched goal: the extra world and the 'driver seat'.
I think if we asked the backers here, a large majority will prefer that extra
word above the Oculus Rift.
btw: good morning/afternoon/evening/night everybody!!!

112.

Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago
Hi sean, thanks so much for all your oculus rift comments. Can I ask if you
have posted messages in OR forums, on facebook etc?
Getting the OC community'd support would be fantastic :)

113.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago
@ Nila, have sent Dylan Moran a message, told him that 20,638 people
needed him over here.
Currently trying to contact the lads at Minecraft, back soon.

114.

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago
@Dimitrios: Well, one thing for sure: More MONEY for the game! ;) Great
Idea, man!

115.

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago
Will you contact the makers of mine craft, too?

116.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' ! Last Chance! i
wonder what will be inside.......Mystery???????!

117.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago
@ Nila, I will try, I just had a Eureka moment. I have posted on the Minecraft
fan page (Facebook) as this is currently one of the biggest games being
played and the Minecraft guys are awesome I thought is was worth a try.
Fingers crossed.

118.

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago
Awesome Carol! Since you've contacted Bill, why not contact Dylan Moran,
too? ;)

119.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago
@ Nila on my second cup and still tweeting my heart out.

120.

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago
EUROPE IS AWAKE! coffee finally kicked in! :)

121.

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago
How far are you w/ yr Maths? :)

122.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
Meanwhile the numbers are going up!!!!
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' ! Last Chance! i

wonder what will be inside.......Mystery!!!!

123.

Sean Concannon about 3 hours ago
I can play almost every single Oculus demo out there right now on my old
2006 notebook and most of them are playable. I'm running a 8800GTS
graphics card.

124.

Nila Mu'Hari about 4 hours ago
@Allen: You're right there BUT it depends on yr foresight as well. I still can
play everything maxed out on the computer i build may 2009...! ;)

125.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
If people thought Myst and Riven were amazing, wait until they play
Obduction on the consumer Oculus Rift. LOL, best experience anyone could
have in their lifetime and I'm not kidding.

126.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
Exactly, were still talking a while away at this point. Plenty of time to save up
for everyone.

127.

Nila Mu'Hari about 4 hours ago
Yes, you're right! Well, it wont be the 1st time to upgrade Hardware 'for Cyan'

if necessary.
As soon this KS is over, I start to put some € away each month, to be
prepared for ultimate VR! :)

128.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
Oculus Rift support and Localization are the best two stretch goals Obduction
could have in my opinion. Cyan did a very good job with their kickstarter
campaign in my opinion.

129.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago
My pc is around 12 years old, I am going to be in trouble.

130.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
Don't forget, that's older engines running in 1280x800 resolution. In the future
we will be talking Unreal Engine 4 in at least 1080p resolution which requires
more computing horsepower. Either way your computer should handle it.

131.

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago
@Nila i think the computers we have today, is maybe outdated anyway in two
years!!

132.

Nila Mu'Hari about 4 hours ago
@Allen: As fare I can see on youtube, the computers running the demo
software doesn't look really 'high end'... ;)

133.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
@Nila - As the Oculus processes two separate images (1 for each eye) it
does require a faster computer then normal. A 770GTX should be fine but the
faster frame rate you can obtain towards 60FPS the more realistic and
smooth the experience is. Although I have enjoyed even frame rates as low
as 26FPS in VR and it's still very convincing.

134.

Nila Mu'Hari about 4 hours ago
I just upgraded from a 285GTX... :)

135.

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago
/think maybe also the computer!!!

136.

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago
hmmm, right now i only have 460GTX!!! but there is two years to upgrade :-)

137.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Sean it mention also Oculus !

138.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
Indie game news tweet about Obduction hehe

139.

Nila Mu'Hari about 4 hours ago
thx Sean! Is a good graphics card needed to 'power' the rift? What would you
think is the optimal graphics card for the final comsumer version? Something
like a 770GTX?

140.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
I was expecting immersion to be pretty good before I even tried the Oculus
dev kit for the first time. The crazy thing is it's at least twice as good as I
initially projected. It's one of those things where you can sit, stand or lie down
just looking at things and not be blown away at the feeling of realism that
sweeps over you. It's like really being there in many ways.

141.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
Right now it's 1280x800, but the final consumer version will be 1920x1080 or
likely beyond. It's still amazing even at this stage but you can see the pixels
on the screen and it gets partially blurry at distances. At 1080P everyone will
be satisfied with the resolution but as with most devices, there will always be
room for improvement.

142.

Nila Mu'Hari about 4 hours ago
@Sean: Is the final resolution of the Rift in 1080p?

143.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames hit like
@ Sean do the tweeting .....

144.

k'febi about 4 hours ago
@Sean Concannon Thanks! I'll have to check it out later, I need to get some
sleep. Bye!

145.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
I`m a huge fan of the Myst games, played every single version out there and
finished them all. OculusVR support is going to bring Cyan back to the top of
the charts, just watch.

146.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
K`febi - It`s not perfect, still work that needs to be done. More on getting it
running here: https://developer.oculusvr.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

147.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago
@ Sean, thank you, I would rather wait to get the polished version, plus it

gives me time to clear my overdrafts. I am going to get one for when my
Grandchildren & Greatgrandchildren come to visit, (No it's not for me, well
maybe a little)

148.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
"EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION" i will take 2 also for
a friend of mine...one in a life time and a MYSTERY too...............

149.

Sean Concannon about 5 hours ago
Consumer version is due to be released in 2014 with much better features
and resolution for around the same price as the dev kit.

150.

Sean Concannon about 5 hours ago
Carol - Rift dev kit is already out to the public, you can pre-order one here:
https://www.oculusvr.com/order/ but there`s a wait because everyone wants
one right now. If you order now, expect to receive one sometime around
Christmas.

151.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
@ Star really don know but i know Cyan 20 years and i think that inside there
will be a surprise! .......
"EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION" is at 75$ tier and
you can get more than 1 via ADD on . !!!!!!!!!!!!!!

152.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
@STARWATCHER That's the one you get with the $50 add-on or the $75
tier. After the campaign, the game will only be available by download.

153.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago
@ Starwatcher, I don't know anything about it but as it's a once in a lifetime
opportunity I don't mind what's in it, just as long as I get one.

154.

STARWATCHER about 5 hours ago
@Dimitrios
Can you tell me more about the "EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL
BOXED EDITION"?
I just woke up an didn't found any info about it...
Thank you

155.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago
@ Nila, I love Bill Bailey, but I really wish Lord Sugar and Richard Branson
would read the messages. Not for selfish reasons of course, I am sure they
could drop a few pennies in the kitty.

156.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
@ Sean Concannon Awesome! How hard is it to get it going?

157.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago
@ Sean, do you have any idea when the Rift will be out to the public please?

158.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
URU is different from Mystonline. Are they both working or one of them ? oh
my......i need a drink and a cigarette!!!!!!
And the a gun to rob a bank....:)

159.

Sean Concannon about 5 hours ago
Sample of URU (Myst Online) in VR mode: https://www.youtube.com/watch…
If you have a Rift, try it out and tell everyone what you think on here, it`s
amazing.

160.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago
@ Sean, really cool.

161.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
@John C, Get well for good!

162.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
@ Sean URU complete Chronicles and Mystonline works with Oculus

Rift????????????????
Please confirm i am going to rob a bank for
that!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

163.

Nila Mu'Hari about 5 hours ago
Bill Bailey? Cool, Carol! :D

164.

Nila Mu'Hari about 5 hours ago
Awesome FR3D! Make sure to share w/ yr friends! Where have you heared
from us? :)

165.

Sean Concannon about 5 hours ago
Rift support is everything. I got my Oculus dev kit a while ago now and it's the
coolest thing to ever hit the gaming industry. One of the first things we did on
the OculusVR dev forum was get URU (Myst Online) working in VR. After
seeing it for myself and being totally blown away, I actually mentioned that
Cyan should make a new game with Oculus support. That was back in July,
and here we are today. Post is here:
https://developer.oculusvr.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

166.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago
Good morning everyone, I thought I would let you know which people I
Tweeted early on in this campaign. The list is just from my twitter account
and loads more have been contacted since then, via facebood, raptr reddit
and many more.
Ibh Podcast, Brad Dourif, Matt Damon, Richard Garriott, DuyQDN,
PopWrapped, Chirs Gore, Ant&dec, Gary Barlow, The Guardian, BBCwm,
Express&Star, hootsuite, Gamers&geeks, ibhpodcast, Jamie Oliver, Focus

your, Melanie C, Robin Williams, The Stan Lee, Richard Branson, Bill Bailey,
Leonard Nimoy, Inaamour, ofScs, Eddie Izzard, Stephen Fry, Fearn Cotton,
Lord Sugar, Sharon Osbourne, + Other newspapers, tv studios etc.

167.

Steve Macmeikan about 5 hours ago
Cmon Oculus Go Go!

168.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
we need to keep the rhythm in the KS , we are going fast ....!!!!!!!!!

169.

FR3D about 5 hours ago
I would like a german localization + rift support.
I'm in with 75$ !

170.

Stewart Bradford about 5 hours ago
That first stretch goal is seriously looking doable during the Kickstarter
campaign and depending on how long after the campaign Cyan keep PayPal
open for (Ryan said they'd have news regarding that very soon) I think we'll
probably hit the 1.7M stretch goal as well, and possibly beyond! :-)
I reckon there's gotta be at LEAST 10K on PayPal by now.

171.

Liviu about 5 hours ago
:( too bad we will not kit the 1.7 mil goal :(

172.

KCube about 5 hours ago
@John C, get well soon!

173.

John Cosgrove about 5 hours ago
Apologies to all who have submitted to www.thankyoucyan.com - with typical
timing I have hit complications with my surgery and am back in hospital :( please, keep sending them. I don't know how long I'll be here, but when I
get out they'll be the first thing I do :-)
- JC

174.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
@Dimitrios Nothing organic, I hope!

175.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' ! what will they
have inside? CURIOUS!

176.

Acorn about 5 hours ago
I had posted and messaged PG on facebook but it was while he was doing
his tour and there were hundreds of posts every day so it probably didn't get
spotted.

177.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
A list of who's been tweeted and other spreading-the-word info is at
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit

178.

Nila Mu'Hari about 5 hours ago
That one will have a very special place in the shelf, Dimitrios!

179.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
I just tweeted Peter Gabriel.

180.

Josh Fielder about 5 hours ago
Not even sure where I got it it was on a burnt DVD with Myst and riven in my
old stuff. All 3 install and work perfect tho on 8 and 8.1

181.

Nila Mu'Hari about 5 hours ago
sharing current music playing:

'lotus plaza' - spooky action at a distance

182.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' !

183.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 5 hours ago
Shorah everyone. Here's a link to a post I wrote on Tumblr about Cyan and
the Oculus Rift: http://salvoludus.tumblr.com/post/67001199562/virtual-living
Please fell free to share as you see fit.
And please, if you have a Tumblr account, you can write something like this
yourself. If you're an artist and can paint something having to do with
Obduction, please do so! We can create our own content to share without
waiting for someone else to write an article!

184.

Nila Mu'Hari about 5 hours ago
Europe is on it's way to work! Give us another two hours (& some
intercontinental coffee...) Berlin, Germany, 08:29 a.m.

185.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
So at this moment we have:
1. Obduction :)
2. heading fast for localization and Virtual Reality
3. Exclusive Obduction Special Boxed Edition !
4. You can get more than on via Add ons
5.

186.

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago
COme on you Europeans - you want Localisation = EFIGS we need to get
more French, Italians, Germans and Spanish in here :D Don't be shy, spread
the word!

187.

Dustin Ryman about 6 hours ago
Thanks to the 1k backer!

188.

Frank den Blaauwen about 6 hours ago
@Leighana: Late might be not bad at all: When Peter G. was approached
much earlier, then that 'resource' would be have been used. Now this
'resource' can be used as the new secret weapon :-). The only thing is that
I'm not sure it hadn't been tried before. I remember some thousands of
comments ago he was mentioned. Not sure someone actually tried to contact
him.

189.

Dustin Ryman about 6 hours ago
WE gotta get Oculus support. All I want to do is walk around INSIDE
Obduction. I am tired of looking at monitors.

190.

Leighana about 6 hours ago
Best I could do would be to contact a couple of heavy hitters in the YouTube

gaming community, but with the recent change to their comment system, I
can't even do that without signing up for Google+.

191.

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago
I know people have talked about contacting him before. I don't know whether
anyone actually did it.

192.

Leighana about 6 hours ago
I know nada about Twitter, or I would gladly take up the torch.

193.

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago
ner too late. still 30 hours to go :)

194.

Leighana about 6 hours ago
I wish I'd thought of it sooner.

195.

Lorna Hartman about 6 hours ago
Good idea @Leighana. Actually, great idea.

196.

Leighana about 6 hours ago
A little late, I know, but speaking of Peter Gabriel, has anyone contacted him
about the KS?

197.

Dimitrios about 6 hours ago
@ All goodmorning
+1@ Maarten
WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOWWWWWWWWWWWWWW bravo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
we are going fast very fast lol!! ....going to update my maths......:)

198.

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago
Any special things during installation? Which version of exile are you using?
Thanks man!

199.

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago
For those talking about Peter Gabriel and 'Curtains' before, you may enjoy
this:
http://m.youtube.com/watch…

200.

Tony Iorfino about 6 hours ago
OK, last verse, unless some else wants to take over. I'm going to bed.

(to the tune of 99 bottles of beer on the wall)
87 thousand more 'til rift support,
87 thousand more bucks.
You pledge some dough,
They ask you for mo',
87 thousand more 'til rift support.
Good night.

201.

Josh Fielder about 6 hours ago
Laptop about a year old. A cheap one

202.

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago
Good morning Tony! Yap, Europe needs coffee first! :)

203.

Josh Fielder about 6 hours ago
Windows 8.1

204.

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago
Are you running exile on an old computer, Josh?

205.

Josh Fielder about 6 hours ago
Just started exile. Liking so far! Reflecting the light but dunno where too yet...

206.

Anarta about 6 hours ago
Nearly there, let's keep it going.

207.

Tony Iorfino about 6 hours ago
Good morning, Nila. Now you guys have got to pick up where we left off.

208.

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago
Morning! Ha! You guys did great! Rift olé, here we come.

209.

Tony Iorfino about 6 hours ago
And, just as I finish lamenting how slow it's going, it picks up a bit. Half way to
87K.

210.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 6 hours ago
http://thankyoucyan.com

211.

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago
Good night Molly. Best wishes for the surgery tomorrow.

212.

Tony Iorfino about 6 hours ago
Good luck Molly, and good night. I was hoping to stay up and sing at least
one more verse of my song, but it seems like 87,000 is going to be slow
coming.

213.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
I had hoped to stay up longer
but I'm crashing
night everyone...just remember when you next see me I won't be able to type
very well

214.

Allan Børgesen about 7 hours ago
@Tony okay, we wait for 2,222,222 ;-)

215.

Allan Børgesen about 7 hours ago
/think okay, it seems like we all get uculus in two years

216.

Rumplepuppy about 7 hours ago
Too late...

217.

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago
9 more dollars anyone? 1212121?

218.

Allan Børgesen about 7 hours ago
1,212,112 :-)

219.

Allan Børgesen about 7 hours ago
Thanks a lot

220.

Mattias Thorelli about 7 hours ago
laughingpineapple: Cool!
Mariusz: Nope, no Peter Gabriel in Myst III. Just Myst IV and Uru.
As a side note, I became a Peter Gabriel fan because I heard Curtains in
Myst IV. Had to look him up more closely efter that.

221.

Mattias Thorelli about 7 hours ago
Allan: Curtains.

222.

laughingpineapple about 7 hours ago
@ Mattias: yes, he is a fan!
@ Allan: Revelation's song is Curtains, Uru's is Burn you up, burn you down.

223.

Mariusz Tokarczyk about 7 hours ago
I think Myst 3 was the first one to include Peter Gabriel's song.

224.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 7 hours ago
I wonder if Cyan has any announcements up their sleeve for the final 24
hours...

225.

Allan Børgesen about 7 hours ago
Love the song too - do anyone know the name of it?

226.

Mattias Thorelli about 7 hours ago
Jenny Sue: Cool! Didn't know he did that voice.
I never really got how or why Peter Gabriel was involved with Myst. Is he a
fan?
Loved that song...

227.

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago
That was it! Thanks Jenny Sue, I knew I hadn't imagined it.

228.

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago
Molly, I hope you procedure goes well, but I was sure someone else also had
surgery in the last few days. It's all been a blur. Too many posts! 8O

229.

Jenny Sue Hane about 7 hours ago
Just finished a playthrough of Myst IV (I've been flipping back and forth
between that and the comments) and found out that Peter Gabriel provided
the spirit guide's voice, in addition to contributing "Curtains." So he was a bit
more involved than just lending a song he had already recorded.
@Molly John Cosgrove had surgery too, on his ear.

230.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
HI Christine, welcome!

231.

J.B. Lewis about 7 hours ago
Welcome to $10,000 backer #5!

232.

Christine Palmer about 7 hours ago
Joined the crowd! So stoked for this game!

233.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
I am the one having surgery. RAWA's mom went to the dentist though

234.

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago
Thank goodness. I was starting to look over my shoulder for organ thieves.

235.

Horatio about 7 hours ago
Heading out, y'all.
@Molly: Hope everything goes well tomorrow!
@Europe: Make this happen, people!

236.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 7 hours ago
@Tony: NomadMolly has been talking about having surgery for a while now.

237.

Tako Shak (KT) about 7 hours ago
I'm not having surgery, at least not that I know of.

238.

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago
edit, pledging.

239.

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago
Why is everyone having surgery? Is it a side effect of pledge to KS?

240.

Jenny Sue Hane about 7 hours ago
Yay!
And Molly, we want you here for the big finale, so you can type whatever you
like.

241.

Dustin Ryman about 7 hours ago
Thanks 10K backer!! Lets go Europe!

242.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
3:00 am EST not PST

243.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
ok folks I will stay until 3:00 am pst. That is when I have to stop eating and
uhg drinking anything. At that point I will go so sleep. I will be out of surgery
at around 2:30 US EST, but probably doped up as heck and I won't be able to
type. So if you see me logged on don't be surprised to see messages like.
!!!!!
or
:)
and not much else

244.

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago
Aw, now my song's missing a bunch of numbers. Oh, well...
88 thousand more 'til rift support,
88 thousand more bucks.
You pledge some dough,
They ask you for mo',
88 thousand more 'til rift support.

245.

Matt Giuca about 7 hours ago
@Molly: Err, pretty sure it's $88K :) Unless we just lost a 10K backer in
between when you looked and when I looked.

246.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 7 hours ago
No 7th Guest was Virgin Interactive

247.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
@Matt, make that $78K

248.

Horatio about 7 hours ago
@Molly: I found Ryan's total. It was approx. $3700

249.

Leighana about 7 hours ago
Wasn't the original 7th Guest also Broderbund?

250.

Horatio about 7 hours ago
Thank you, or newest 10K backer!

251.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
Thank you sir or madam!

252.

Tako Shak (KT) about 7 hours ago
Welcome 10,000 backer number 5!

253.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 7 hours ago
Thank you 10K backer!!

254.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
well then WOOT!

255.

Matt Giuca about 7 hours ago
Whoa, yeah I think we just got a new $10K backer: thanks!!
@Paul: Red Orb was a subsidiary of Brøderbund.
So we only got $61K in the last 24 hours according to Kicktraq. Less than the
previous day, and we'll need $88K in the last 32 hours to reach the stretch
goal. It's still quite achievable, though.

256.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 7 hours ago
@NomadMolly: Yep, we did!

257.

Alwin Peters about 7 hours ago
i think a 10k pledge just passed by

258.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 7 hours ago
Ok, Riven was Red Orb, Myst was Brøderbund

259.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
did we just have at 10,000 or so jump or am I just tired

260.

Leighana about 7 hours ago
As far as I know, it was $1,142,759 at the beginning and $1,157,433 when I
left at @ the 45 min mark.

261.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 7 hours ago
No, I think Myst and Riven were originally Red Orb!

262.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
Ryan posted it in chat somewhere

263.

laughingpineapple about 7 hours ago
@ Paul: my guess is that localization duties would fall on the producer, not
the developer. So Myst 3 all the way to Myst 5 with Uru thrown in for added
measure would have been treated as Ubisoft saw fit, whereas Myst and
Riven were Broderbund?

264.

Horatio about 7 hours ago
Hey, does anyone have the numbers for the group pledge hour Wednesday
night? What was the official tally for the hour?

265.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 7 hours ago
Neither did the original realMyst. I'm not sure about Uru. You can't count Myst
3 and 4 because they weren't actually made by Cyan.

266.

laughingpineapple about 7 hours ago
@Tahg: Italian here. I remember for sure that Myst 3 (at least the PS2 port)
and 5 have all languages available right from the main menu, while Uru ABM
has a language selector at installation. I am also sure that IT!Myst 5 (the only
one I also fiddled with in my native tongue, for shiggles) is an insult to all
things nice and sensible: http://img690.imageshack.us/img690/6158/8omf.jpg
...there's a Japanese run of Riven on Youtube if you fancy listening to that
dub!

267.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 7 hours ago
I know Myst and Riven didn't have any other languages than English. I just
checked.

268.

Lorna Hartman about 7 hours ago
OCULUS RIFT people--there's a YouTube video of someone working through
Myst Uru and it's amazing. I cannot wait to try it out!

269.

Natalie Manahan about 7 hours ago
@Viateur
So were the voice acted parts in English with French subtitles or was it
straight up French dub for all 5 games?

270.

Horatio about 7 hours ago
aaaaaand now it isn't

271.

Horatio about 7 hours ago
Cool. The current total is 1202021

272.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
98 thousand more 'til rift support...

273.

Viateur Fradette about 8 hours ago
Tahg - I would like to correct your saying for I have played all the FIVE myst
serie and there were all in FRENCH and as I know, MYST 4 was made in
Montreal in Quebec and the actors were french of origin. So more languages
used for it and more sales on the counter.

274.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 8 hours ago
Myst V is in multiple languages

275.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 8 hours ago
Wow! 1.2 Mil!! Very cool!

276.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
Unfortunately my googling is failing me right now, and I can't find any info on
languages for games 3-5 in the series. I want to say at least one of those
games had EFGIS support, but I'm not 100%

277.

Natalie Manahan about 8 hours ago
@Tahg
Well that's nice to know.

278.

Lorna Hartman about 8 hours ago
@NomadMolly I just came back and read comments and saw your "The pie
is a lie." Haha--but my pie for Horatio will be real. :)
Notes for those wondering about fundraising after Kickstarter, Obduction also
has a Paypal donation channel open outside of Kickstarter and that will
continue after the Kickstarter campaign closes. We'll have some time there to
continue working toward stretch goals.

279.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
@Natalie As far as I know, know of the games made inhouse by Cyan were
ever dubbed or had translation suppport for other languages, this includes at
least Myst, Riven, and URU

280.

Horatio about 8 hours ago
Europe really needs to take the ball and run with it for the next 12 hours.

281.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
So, 2k in an hour, not the 3k we need, but still hoping for a push in the last
24h, Europe should be waking up soon as well

282.

Jessi about 8 hours ago
Just popping in to say congrats on 1.2 mil :) Really happy to see things going
so well.

283.

Natalie Manahan about 8 hours ago
Speaking of languages...Was MYST ever made in other languages? If so
how did they take care of the English acting parts?

284.

Natalie Manahan about 8 hours ago
@Molly
Can't argue with that logic. It would be neat for other countries to enjoy the
game as well.

285.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
right, while they are an American company, and especially with English being
understood by most countries, internationalization is important in nearly
anything in this day and age

286.

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago
@Molly Good attitude.

287.

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago
I look at it differently. I don't think Cyan is making Obduction just for me, or
even just for us backers. I want them to make a profit from it to stay in
business and make MORE games. So I want them to make it for Europe and
for a larger audience. It is not about me wanting more ages, it is about what

might make people other than us buy the product. So I am all about that first
stretch goal.

288.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 8 hours ago
About OR... even a small KS project like Xing: The Land Beyond ($30,000)
promised Oculus Rift.

289.

Jason Chau about 8 hours ago
It's looking good folks....guess I should soon update my members about this
at the Commodore USA FB page ;)

290.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 8 hours ago
Aha, I get it now. :)

291.

Nichelle Hammer about 8 hours ago
Getting closer to that first stretch goal :D

292.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
I'd assume you would've used a controller anyway tho? although that sounds
easier trying to type blindly on a keyboard with OR, since it's more tactile

293.

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago
@Fien Yes, that's what I meant. English speakers don't have much incentive
to contribute to localization, except out of the pure goodness of their hearts ...
unless it comes with something else that enhances the game for them, such
as the OR.

294.

laughingpineapple about 8 hours ago
@ Tahg: I tried it at a convention last week and they made me use an Xbox
360 pad.

295.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
true, if it was only english I'm not sure what we would have had, it's likely
IFIGS support comes with at least subtitles, which we might not have gotten
at all with just English.
@Fien, nothing, but English speakers wouldn't want to pay extra for
something that doesn't benefit them (in theory)

296.

Horatio about 8 hours ago
20,500 backers. Carry on.

297.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 8 hours ago
And I want OCULUS RIFT!

298.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 8 hours ago
Jenny, what has OR to do with English speakers? I'm a confused non-native.

299.

Chris Medeiros about 8 hours ago
@Dustin I hope they do too.

300.

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago
Also, it's been put forward that the lion's share of the 200K might be going for
the EFIGS localization. If that's the case, the OR was probably bundled into
this stretch goal to entice English speakers to contribute.

301.

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago
someday though it will be OR with a motion capture suit, hehe

302.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
Ya, I can imagine, since the OR is used for rough looking, do you know how
you do other actions with it? I assume it doesn't come with a hand piece you
can reach out and touch things with?

303.

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago
@Tahg some people have mentioned that designing a user interface that
works well with OR takes some effort.

304.

Dustin Ryman about 8 hours ago
Attention backers. Cyan should continue funding this game even after the
kickstarter campaign is over via their own website. Star Citizen did this and
raised and additional 15 million and counting
Let's email them and ask for pledging beyond the kickstarter.

305.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
It seems like the push may have started already. $1K in only 24 minutes. It's
not $3K/hour, but it's not bad. At that rate we'd hit $1.3M in 24 hours.

306.

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago
yes, the real gain here is that it begins to make Cyan independent

307.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
It's built into the engine really, so I can't see what it would really take. I
assume the budget is mostly to make sure the game "looks good" using the
OR

308.

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago
@Molly yes, even if this game isn't quite as big as we all want it to be, we
should think of it as a stepping stone.

309.

Maarten Dijkstra about 8 hours ago
$99,000 to go..

310.

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago
to provide some perspective, another kickstarter is promising to add oculus
support for 13k over the initial goal... a lot of it has to do with the complexity
of the games, i'm sure, but i bet there is meant to be some wiggle room
inside cyan's 200k

311.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
OK, now, to the tune of 99 bottles of beer... 99 thousand more 'till rift
support...

312.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
Still only 10 people going to see Cyan, pretty small group

313.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
Usually I am too, I was expecting the top teirs to sell out, guess I needn't
have worried so much tho

314.

Natalie Manahan about 8 hours ago
@ Jenny
Good point. Some people like to bid at the last minute for fun.

315.

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago
I bet we see something of a push tomorrow just from those people who wait
for the absolute last minute to do everything. You know they exist ...
(sometimes I'm one of them).

316.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
Yes, KS takes 5%, and Amazon takes 3-5%

317.

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago
if they get localization and Oculus Rift that will hopefully increase their sales
beyond the backers. Any profits they make can be used to make the NEXT
game.

318.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
Ya, I see they've given themselves 2 years for the project, but I assume
certain things they need to know they have the funds for in advance. New
worlds esepcially fit into this category, since you want it to be well integrated.
The LAST thing I want is: "Oh, we're giving you a new world, but it's totally
optional to the storyline" Judging from the Myst series, the worlds/ages have
been fairly self contained, especially with a minimal inventory, but you'd still
want them to fit.

319.

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago
Kickstarter takes 5%

320.

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago
we had a group pledge last night, but perhaps we can do another one

321.

Chris Medeiros about 8 hours ago
I bet many backers have already upped their original pledge, THANK YOU!
Wasn't there a past comment about a group pledge planned for tomorrow? If
so, hopefully that will provide another nice. little bump up. I plan to pledge a
little more tomorrow.
Also, I'm curious, does Kickstarter ask for a percentage of the take?

322.

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago
The cake is a lie!

323.

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago
yeah, what Brian said ^_^

324.

Belinda Leighton about 8 hours ago
A Cyan bake sale to raise money. I am up for it!

325.

Horatio about 8 hours ago
@Lorna: Can't hurt! I'm down with the apple pie.

326.

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago
Tahg, Jenny, now that we are definitely kickstarted, there is less urgency
about making goals, kinda understandably... but if we end at say, 1.28M, the
guys at cyan are probably going to go ahead and do oculus support or
localization, whichever has priority to them, and work on the other as much
as they can... also don't forget other forms of donation, preordering, etc...

327.

Ken about 8 hours ago
@Lorna Hartman You could send one of those pies this way

328.

Bryan Powell about 8 hours ago
The closer we get to 1.7mil, the better chance we have of getting there
through other fundraising. And you know Cyan's not going to thumb their
noses at 1.699 mil and say nope, no new world, forget it. I know 1.7 is a long
way off, but I bet if we get it as high as 1.5 even, we'll see that new world,
once you add paypal and future contributions and Cyan is going to try to
overdeliver, be sure of that. And the faster we get to 1.3 and guarantee OR
and EFIGS, the more people we can persuade to participate.

329.

Lorna Hartman about 8 hours ago
I wonder, if I sent @Horatio a homemade Washington apple pie with brown
sugar crumble top crust, would that give it a boost? Maybe a chocolate cake
with fresh cherry filling or a ...

330.

Lorna Hartman about 8 hours ago
Thank you, thank you, new and increase backers!

331.

Viateur Fradette about 8 hours ago
Again, I am pround to be a part of this realization. You guys from CYAN are
now free from all restrictions to give us an other new world to walk in and
where we will feel like being a part of your immense work. Carry on
gentlemen and ladies and let's try to reach a higher level for once and for all.
Cheers...

332.

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago
If we end up only a few dollars short with a minute left to go, somebody will
push it over. I guarantee you.

333.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
I'm thinking it won't really come to that tho, between this and paypal I expect
over 1.3, but way less than 1.7

334.

Mariusz Tokarczyk about 8 hours ago
Downloading UNREAL Engine UDK editor now. It's a free download for noncommercial use. They have a nice video how easy it is to add mountain
ranges and trees with a few mouse strokes http://youtu.be/HpTSK9aBP1c
Time to have some fun! And yes, Oculus Rift support is already built-in right
into Unreal Engine 4
http://www.joystiq.com/2013/06/07/oculus-rift-support-added-to-unrealengine-4/

335.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
So, the goal is half funded now, I wonder how close we'd have to get for them
to do it, Unlike for initial funding I wouldn't think it'd be like, a few dollars
short, we can't even consider it.

336.

Bibi4ever about 8 hours ago
I walk away for for just a bit and we're over $1,200,000! YEEEESSS!!

337.

Dustin Ryman about 8 hours ago
Less than 100K to go for VR !

338.

Belinda Leighton about 8 hours ago
I bumped mine up another 60 to try and push it over but someone beat me by
seconds. I didn't see it at 1.2 but I did see it at 1,200,062 . Way to go
everyone !

339.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 8 hours ago
That 1.2m is lookin' mighty good!

340.

Daniel Furst about 8 hours ago
Don't forget the 73 cents!
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/stats.json

341.

Maarten Dijkstra about 8 hours ago
it's now LESS than $100,000 to the first stretch goal, sweet :)

342.

Jason Chau about 9 hours ago
@Tahg Yes lol ;)

343.

Maarten Dijkstra about 9 hours ago
ok, gotta go pack my bags for weekend away

344.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Do you mean 1200K?

345.

Maarten Dijkstra about 9 hours ago
nice screenshot Salvo :) and look, another 399 right there

346.

Jason Chau about 9 hours ago
$200K! Woohoo!

347.

Christopher Burce about 9 hours ago
Dang, Salvo, I never saw that it was even; the counter was going too fast! :)

348.

Cat about 9 hours ago
Nice :)

349.

Ken about 9 hours ago
@Salvo Ludus (JayGee) Nice

350.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 9 hours ago
Here you guys go http://salvoludus.tumblr.com/image/67030097920

351.

Jenny Sue Hane about 9 hours ago
I like how we're all blase about 10K and 25K milestones now. :)

352.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 9 hours ago
OMG got a great screenshot at exactly $1,200,000. Post it in a sec

353.

Cat about 9 hours ago
33 hours to go...it can still happen :)

354.

ericfromabeno about 9 hours ago
oh, that's right... 1.3 is the goal for localization/oculus. doh. :P well, i'm sure
we can do it!!

355.

Maarten Dijkstra about 9 hours ago
@Stewart, man i wish!
PS yay 1.2 million. woohoo!

356.

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 9 hours ago
1,200,000! Go,stretch goals! Now I can go to bed, lol.

357.

Cat about 9 hours ago
@John--hope you find a job soon! Sending positive vibes your way :)

358.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Just need 3k an hour to make it, minus whatever was collected through
paypal
It'd be nice to reach it on KS tho

359.

Stephen R. Duncan about 9 hours ago
$100,000 to go!

360.

Top Gun about 9 hours ago
Sweet, just as I click on the page.

361.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
woot

362.

thomas greenaway short about 9 hours ago
Woooo! We can make it im sure!

363.

ericfromabeno about 9 hours ago
yay!!

364.

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago
I missed it because the numbers didnt refresh. :(

365.

Cat about 9 hours ago
Yay!

366.

narniaozmasar about 9 hours ago
1,200,000!!!!! YAY!!!!!

367.

Christopher Burce about 9 hours ago
Finally! lol

368.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
yay

369.

Lisa C about 9 hours ago
Woot! 1.2M :)

370.

J.B. Lewis about 9 hours ago
...and we have arrived at $1.2 million! Let's end this with a phenomenal last
day!

371.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
1.2 M!! Woohoo!!! Now let's get another 100 K! We've only got 34 hours left!

372.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 9 hours ago
$1,200,000!!!!!! Woohoo!!!!

373.

Lisa C about 9 hours ago
P.S. Just finished playing through all of realMyst for the first time. Better than
I remembered! (Of course the original didn't let me scroll through like that.)

374.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
So close

375.

Adreitz about 9 hours ago
$38 to go!

376.

Lisa C about 9 hours ago
Oooh. Logged in just in time :)

377.

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago
70 dollars...

378.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 9 hours ago
Me too Molly LOL. . .

379.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
Don't worry about it John. I gave for you!

380.

Christopher Burce about 9 hours ago
Come on, 1.2 mil!

381.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
I'm at $525 now. I almost did the easter egg, but I'm not sure I can justify that.
If we really really need it...but not yet.

382.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 9 hours ago
Wow John. Please give whatever you can but no more than you're able :)

383.

John True about 9 hours ago
I have no job, I am living on savings, I gave 80 and I can't give any more. I
shouldn't have given that but surely I can get a job before this month is out or
next month? Wish this had more time on it :(

384.

Mark Scheiffley about 9 hours ago
Alright, our European friends. Push through and get us that localization
support. Good night here on the US east coast!

385.

Stewart Bradford about 9 hours ago
C'mon maarten, we all know you're holding back that million you have hidden
in your back pocket until the last minute just to surprise and shock us. Pledge
it now! Lol

386.

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago
Oh great! So close to $1.2.

387.

Maarten Dijkstra about 9 hours ago
cool, close to 1.2. i already upped my pledge twice today. wallet's hurting..
c'mon 500 bucks!

388.

Maarten Dijkstra about 9 hours ago
@william - I think I posted it way way back when the announcement was
made in one of the updates that all three brothers were involved that this
wasn't just about making a game anymore, but about enabling Cyan to
dream and dream big.
Ah yes, here it is: "This is just so cool. not only do we get to back a new idea
for a new game, that will be as amazing as Myst was, but we get to bring the
brothers back together, and that's ALL THREE brothers. whoa.
*goosebumps* I'm in love with this project"
I still am. Loving it. Hoping it makes as much money as possible.

389.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 9 hours ago
Cyan has been pretty quiet today, huh?

390.

Horatio about 9 hours ago
@David M: Actually, it's Thursday night. :)

391.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
@David M: It's Thursday night.

392.

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago
cmon... someone do it!

393.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 9 hours ago
refreshrefreshrefreshrefreshrefreshrefreshrefreshrefreshrefreshrefreshrefresh

394.

Joshua Sauer about 9 hours ago
If I recall correctly, there was somebody commenting on here that was going
to be getting one of the $4500 spots on Friday, so that should be a nice little
boost when that happens.

395.

David M about 9 hours ago
It's ok, Ken, it's a breather! It's a Friday night on the U.S. East Coast No
one's home or checking their computers, except for those of us with work
extending throughout. Tomorrow will be much more exciting =)

396.

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago
We're kind of waiting to cheer for the 1.2 mark right now... no one wants to
miss it because they were commenting.

397.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 9 hours ago
Almost at 1.2 mil!

398.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
ok now at least we are knocking on 1.2 million.

399.

Ken about 9 hours ago
Things seem a little slow here now 7 comment in last 19 min. not good

400.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
I am hoping our European friends will run with this. They need this stretch
goal.

401.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
hehe is it fun? I think I am going to break down and get some of the video
games. Shoot never play Andrea.

402.

Horatio about 9 hours ago
Back from a night of The Walking Dead board game. I was Andrea, and I lost
badly.
Anyway, things look to be slowly grinding along since I was gone, but looks
like we'll hit 1.2 by the end of the Kicktraq day.
Hope this thing takes off overnight, because we've still got quite a ways to go
to hit 1.3.

403.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
we seem to be picking up a little again

404.

Marcos H. Valdez III about 9 hours ago
Come ooooon, Rift support!
I need it like I need molecular oxygen.
Get everyone know who you think might pledge to get on board, people! All
aboard the hype train! Tickets are $1 but generous donations are more than
welcome.

405.

David M about 9 hours ago
Then sleep well, William. Your dream is secure and only getting better.

406.

Maarten Dijkstra about 9 hours ago
NO mention of it Seag. Bit too early a prototype to get it featured in I think.
Besides Oculus Rift support is already in the Unreal 4 engine, castAR isn't. I
imagine you would need quite a bit of retooling to make it work for both. Neat
idea though

407.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
Jumping back in to say @David M. Correct. This is not a game or about one,
for me. It is, deeply personal, and more than that. I could not be happier for
Rand and Robyn and Ryan and all of Cyan and its Cyantists, than even if, for
instance, it were happening to me.

408.

Maarten Dijkstra about 9 hours ago
I have really fond memories of playing Myst with my sister when we both still
lived at home. When Riven came out we'd both moved out, and played it
separately which just wasn't the same.
Roadtrip would be a fantastic way of sharing the game, even though we live
in different cities. Imagine being able to just talk and explore as if the other
person is sitting right next to you. It would be so cool.

409.

Seag about 9 hours ago
castAR support?

410.

Bryan Powell about 9 hours ago
when we hit 1.1 i said we needed 3k/hour to get 1.3. here we are near 1.2.
halfway there, and that exact pace holds!

411.

David M about 9 hours ago
William, this isn't just a game for you, it's an embodiment of all they wonder,
joy, and sense of community's Cyan's given you in the past, and a chance to
share it all fresh.

412.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
2k to 1.2
And, I am off, hopefully for good this time.
Hope to see some wonderful numbers when I get a chance to peek at them
tomorrow.

413.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
At least, that is how I justify it to my wife and budget. ;)

414.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
Though, actually, I need his. I need, Obduction! Yes, there are somethings
that are wants. And there are somethings in life that are needs. I consider
this, in the need, category. :)

415.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
Yes. He really should have started, "My Friend! you've returned! I need your
help!"

416.

Cat about 10 hours ago
Hehehehe

417.

Dominic Bowers-Mason about 10 hours ago
It's an odd feeling having Atrus pitch a new Cyan game to you. XD

418.

Gary C. backed Obduction about 10 hours ago
Thanks. I used to play Myst games with my aunt, but it's too hard to get over
to her house these days. Now we just may be able to get the team back
together again for another adventure.

419.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
Yes the roadtrip is a great idea. Adventure games don't work well multiplayer,
but a team game, that's really fun.

420.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
welcome Gary

421.

Cat about 10 hours ago
G'night, Blake!
Welcome to Gary C. :)

422.

Gary C. backed Obduction about 10 hours ago
The Roadtrip Mode is pure genius! Can't wait to explore.

423.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
Okay. Thanks Blake! Have a great remainder of your evening and rest.

424.

Blake Thomas about 10 hours ago
Well, I should head out, up in 8 hours to deal with work.

425.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
Thanks Joan! Nice!

426.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
down to 3000, just under to 1.2 Looks at currently, support is being added at
about 1000 every 20 minutes.
Welcome new backers. you are very much needed and greatly welcomed!

427.

Joan Zalot about 10 hours ago
Posted the link to the Kickstarter on a couple of facebook pages dealing with
Steampunk. Starting to get a *little* response...maybe we'll get a few new
backers.

428.

Blake Thomas about 10 hours ago
We'll get there, still a day and a half to go.
It's gone up by 3k in the last 30min.

429.

Natalie Manahan about 10 hours ago
The first stretch goal I mean.

430.

Natalie Manahan about 10 hours ago
@ Robert
I'm a bit worried we won't make it.

431.

Robert Mackey about 10 hours ago
I, too, have no depth perception (strabismus), so I don't get too excited about
OR, personally... but I hope we get there, anyhow!

432.

Natalie Manahan about 10 hours ago
2,814 People want the box!

433.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 10 hours ago
101 Double Disc backers!

434.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
All right! Nice pace that is showing itself now. 4000 to the 1200000.

435.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
Welcome Dustin...let's get the rift!

436.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 10 hours ago
When I left it was 1,171K and eight hours later I come back to 1,195K.
Disappointing. But Oculus Rift is still feasable.

437.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 10 hours ago
@Dustin, may the worlds before you be Rifted with multi Oculi! Welcome to
you and hi from me, and well done Dustin

438.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Dustin--Hooray! Welcome :)

439.

Dustin Ryman about 10 hours ago
Just backed because of Oculus Rift!!! Let get that next stretch goal!

440.

Blake Thomas about 10 hours ago
night

441.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
Night Wayne :)

442.

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago
Ok, time for me to go. Goodnight everyone

443.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
$5,000 to go now to reach $1.2 million

444.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
All right! Looking at those gauges to the right, appears things are ticking up.
Welcome new backers, each and every one of you! and Thank-you backers
who have been here, staunchly Obducted! Staying with this and keeping this
rocket powered to reach our present heights!

445.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 11 hours ago
Welcome Bibi
Bryan, DO EET!
Jenny agreed, I even have the books (the green book?) of D'Ni I'm glad that
what's there is good. Wish I could find my coffee table book. In the USA it
seems the "business" minded means drag-into-the-dirt instead of letting it go.
TV, Film, Games. I like some of the "beginning- middle- end" stories and
proceeds from the BBC and assorted publishers

446.

Michael Winter about 11 hours ago
Okay. Only 6K to go to 1.2 now! Woot!

447.

Jenny Sue Hane about 11 hours ago
@Cerity: Yes. One of the things that has come out in the press for Obduction,
is that Cyan was thinking about doing a Myst sequel, but realized there were
things they couldn't do as a result of established canon -- so they leaned
toward a new franchise that *could* include those elements. I'm glad they
respected Myst enough to do that, instead of saying, "Let's just make
whatever we want and slap the Myst name on it to earn more $$$."

448.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
oops, meant $6,000

449.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
$16,000 to go till 1.2 million

450.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@Bryan--Wow! Very cool :)

451.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Bryan: Major NICE! Thanks!

452.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
@Michael, yes count it down

453.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
Byan, that is so awesome, wow thanks big time

454.

Michael Winter about 11 hours ago
So, should we have a countdown to 1.2 M? It's only 6.3K away. Then on to
1.3 and the first stretch goal, {which we will absolutely get}!

455.

Bibi4ever about 11 hours ago
Yay. I'm an Obductee.

456.

Bryan Powell about 11 hours ago
Getting ready to bump up 3 whole tiers! Just waiting to make sure my deposit
is going to clear in time. Let's get this thing over 1.2 asap so we're in sight of
the next goal!

457.

Nichelle Hammer about 11 hours ago
@Bibi Welcome!

458.

Cat about 11 hours ago
Hi Bibi! Welcome to the party! :)

459.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
Night Griffin!

460.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Bibi4ever: Thanks! :)

461.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
Ok, Bibi, you have been obducted, welcome

462.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
Maarten, catch you later. :)

463.

James Dearing about 11 hours ago
Hi Bibi!

464.

Bibi4ever about 11 hours ago
I'm running late to the party but I made it! I've lurked and anticipated and
cheered with all of you. Just signed up for the box. I so did not want to get left
out of this. I'm bibi2gbs, MysBibi, Bibi Schism, Bibi this or that or just plain
Bibi depending. Hi y'all!!

465.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 11 hours ago
Nite Maarten, Ciao Griffin

466.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
Night Griffin

467.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
bye wayne, hold the fort for me. nite griffin

468.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 11 hours ago
I'm just happy that Cyan was able to stay independent and keep control over
their IP. the current leader in game (mis)management pulls every drop out of
a franchise and leaves it for dead.
I wonder how much lore will be included/ easter egg aside from the HUGE list
of backers they're including for us all. we'll need a chapter skip function for
the credits... like was on Lord of the Rings

469.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
Ok, Maarten, bye

470.

Griffin about 11 hours ago
Goodnight all! One last www.thankyoucyan.com boost for the new guys,

sorry if you've been hearing this all day, hopefully John Cosgrove will wake
up soon to direct you to his site he made to help publicize the campaign. It's
been a nice day not fretting that we might not get the game like we were
doing two weeks ago!

471.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
Ok folks, back to my chores and taking care of the baby, plus I have to pack
for a weekend away. Please keep working to drive up the backer numbers
and pledges ok? thanks :)

472.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Sean: Night. :)

473.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
lol @ wayne :)

474.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
@glavanic - not that i'm aware off. i just know that roadtrip is something new
and untried, hence the cost. an additional world and everything that goes with
that is no small thing either. I'd have preferred a breakout of a world at 1.5
and roadtrip at 1.7 (if it were that simple) but hopefully all those people
missing out right now can hear about it afterwards and donate via paypal. we
can still get there!

475.

David M about 11 hours ago
Two years is already a bit longer than many projects, and I think they're really
trying to respect our time.

476.

David M about 11 hours ago
@William, that sounds right. A lot of projects are willing to kind of surf the
pledges and draw out the project, but it sounds like Cyan's prioritized time
over cost. I think they're excited about getting the fans the finished game and
don't want to delay the experience.

477.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
Welcome John Smith, You have been Obducted

478.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
@JOhn - hello and welcome abord, please tell your friends! :)

479.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@John: welcome! :)

480.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Joshua Sauer: What you said. For those wanting FIGS, to hold out, is selfdefeating.

481.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 11 hours ago
welcome back john :D

482.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
@joshua, looking at kicktraq, and seeing how the comment and backer
numbers have been climbing, I'm hopeful it's just a quiet start to the day, and
will go off tonight and tomorrow.
Just keep sreading the word, everyone. Tell EVERYONE you know :)

483.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 11 hours ago
Faster delivery means more help between now and then, 2 years should
allow them to finish up production (they most assuredly have done all pre
production necessary). After finalization, though you know its alot of work to
collate 20K backers :P

484.

John Smith about 11 hours ago
Just hoped on board. Long time Myst fan. Myst was my first game and
favorite series of all time. Awesome to hear CYAN are back at what they're
best at. I wish I had heard about this campaign sooner so I could have done
more marketing.
Onward to Oculus rift support!

485.

GalvanicSpiral about 11 hours ago
@Maarten: I hope they do break out some of the stretch goals. That would
make the most sense at this point. I don't know if it's been addressed, but
does anyone know why they stacked the goals this way?

486.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Michael Winter: I was and was not surprised. Cyan has set an apparent
deadline of delivering by Oct 2015. It may be, to add the fourth world, plus a
fully tested road-trip, on top of the OR support and FIGs, due to the time
constraint, means a bigger staffing number than planned for or perhaps really
wanted. Hence the larger dollar need. to get it all done, and deliver within the
time frame they have set for themselves. I am just speculating here.

487.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
And adding roadtrip would work for the whole game, so it would have to be
done at the same time

488.

Joshua Sauer about 11 hours ago
I hope people aren't holding out on pledging waiting for the localization at this
point. Even though I could understand the thought behind that, at this point
doing so might be self-defeating, as that money could mean the difference
between making the localization stretch goal and not doing so. Though I still
think there is a really good chance we'll make that stretch goal, even with the
big slowdown today.

489.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
yup you got it Blake. the design, look and feel, world-specific puzzles..

490.

Cat about 11 hours ago
G'night Sean

491.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
nite sean

492.

Blake Thomas about 11 hours ago
They are using an off the shelf game engine (unreal 4 I think) so 75% of the
work is creating the art, the world you see around you, adding another world
to the game is huge.

493.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
Ok Sean, have a good rest

494.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 11 hours ago
Well G'night, It's 1:30am and I still need a shower, and a read to switch off for
the night. Good luck, Fingers crossed for a mass surge!

495.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
hehe no worries!

496.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 11 hours ago
Welp, ok, I just flat out didn't know what I was talking about.

497.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
i think most of the additional cost is the roadtrip technology, not so much the
additional world. which is why many people were askin for a breakout of the
additional world and roadtrip

498.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 11 hours ago
Erm, I suppose I was just assuming they would. Forgive my misinformation, if
that is indeed what it is

499.

Joshua Sauer about 11 hours ago
@Talon- That's not what Cyan has said, though. The said the PayPal would
only be open for "a little bit" after the Kickstarter. So, no, it isn't going to be
open the whole two years, unless something changes.

500.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@Sean--I agree. Some people will love the digital downloads, and I'm glad

they are offering them.
I'm just so old-school when it comes to books, personally :)

501.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
@talon - when did they say that? i only ever heard it would be for 'a short
time' maybe a month

502.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 11 hours ago
errr, less than 400k in 2 years* still not a lot, really

503.

Michael Winter about 11 hours ago
@Sean: Yes, another world would have been my 2nd stretch goal, after
localization, but that just means we'll have to make up the difference with
Paypal. By the way, was anyone else surprised the second goal was
$400,000 more than the first? Just goes to show you how much time and
effort go into each new world. And who thinks reaching such a goal would
mean a significant increase in the time of development for the game {not that
I'm complaining}. Another world would add how much to development time?

504.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 11 hours ago
Reminder to people worrying about the 4th world stretch: Cyan is going to
have their paypal going for the entire 2 years of production. They'll need less
than 200k in 2 years to reach that, as all paypal donations go towards the
stretch goals.

505.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@Wayne : LOL
I have so many tshirts from 5K runs, LOL. AND I still have a RivenGuild shirt,
and a couple of Myst shirts. :D

506.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
@cat agreed - i love real, amazing art books and have many. but right now,
with a 15 week old baby to take care off, there's just no way i can afford it :/

507.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 11 hours ago
@cat me too, but it would not be the same in digital format, but it would be
good for people to be able to have in a digital format... Thats what i think
about the obduction book, the digital copy will never replace the physical bt
would give more people access and as Maarten says it low cost distribution.

508.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
Well, there is, I think Drudge, BBC, ABC, NBC, FOX, who did I miss, should
lead their news hours and reports with this. Yes, for free. :)

509.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
me too William. I've been spreading the word where i can and tweeting so
many people..

510.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 11 hours ago
Blake your choice to upgrade was the right one :D
I'm waffling right now between going fully physical $120 and $75
I don't need the shirt :/ LARGE ART PRINTS!

511.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
@Cat: 37 hours to go, $37.00 for the Tee Shirt, ................... Hmmmm, go buy
it now, magic is in the air

512.

Cat about 11 hours ago
Those of us old-school 'kids' LOVE to have the tactile experience of holding a
book !
No Kindle technology for me, no sir! ;)

513.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
Cyan may very well have some things to inspire and fire things up a bit more
when we move into the last 24 hours. Just have to wait and see. I will be, as I
already stated I know, disappointed if after the hard-won gains during this KS,
and the uptick and kick from the last two days, if this ends a slog to the finish.
I have have to believe there are huge numbers of folks that just have not
heard. They just aren't on the channels where the news is being put out. I so
wish I had a solution for that.

514.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
and the t is $47 in my case, being overseas

515.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
well tshirts have a real production cost, incl shipping. I don;t know how much
they'd make out of $37..

516.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
@Silorme the book at 45 is the art of cyan, not art of obduction

517.

Cat about 11 hours ago
I'd love to add the art book as an add-on, too
OR...if they could make the t-shirt more affordable (I bet they'd sell a lot more
at $25...)

518.

Cat about 11 hours ago
I love my "From Myst to Riven" coffee table art book

519.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
@Wayne, i know, that's exactly the reason i'm sure. people would downgrade
their pledge, and we don't want that!
i just want the book but can't afford it :)

520.

Blake Thomas about 11 hours ago
Wayne: About 5:30 over there, people should be getting home soon.
I had to spend the extra to get the art book, won't be able to afford delivery
for a couple weeks (not really a bad thing).

521.

gmf001 about 11 hours ago
@Maarten - I'm with you on this suggestion. I'm not interested in all the other
stuff, but an art book would be more than tempting. I'm at a stage where I
have acquired enough things, books being almost the only exception!

522.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
@Sean - my thoughts exactly! Besides, a digital copy would have little
material cost, so it earns them more, relatively speaking

523.

Silorme about 11 hours ago
@Maarten, does not the $45 level have the digital version, or am I mistaken?

524.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
@Maarten: If they did that, then why upgrade to Art Collector, just buy the art
book as a add on

525.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 11 hours ago
@Maarten Dijkstra, Yes they could keep it exclusive by only offering the
digital version as an add on. and still reward the upper tires with a physical
copy

526.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
I do wish the art book was available as an add-on. I understand they want it
to be exclusive, and that also makes it more valuble. Plus, it's not just the
book, but all the previous tiers - the 8x10, the poster etc - but i have no need
for those.
Perhaps a thought Cyan; make the Art of Obduction an add-on, or as a digital
book?

527.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 11 hours ago
I don't want to sound greedy but i'm disappointed, i had hoped for more, I
really want that other world.... Imagine Myst without chanelwood, Riven
without Tay, Exile without Amateria, Revelation without spire, Uru without
Kadish, end of ages without Noloben .....

528.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
The West Coast might still be driving home yet

529.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
next couple hours could get it going

530.

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago
USA coming home from work and looking at the computer now

531.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@ William Satiated, we really are on the same wave length tonight

532.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
WOW. My forecast this morning was way, way off. I though for sure we would
be well north of 1200000 by this time.

533.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@Tahg, He is supposed to be a really great guy from anyone who has met
him. I was only joking about #partypooper

534.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Yes, I think the script was on the desk there somwhere

535.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Tahg: I have not doubt, it was, staged. :)

536.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
thanks guys :) started at $25, now at $120. feels pretty good :)

537.

Tahg about 12 hours ago
I'm sure the video was all staged. I get the impression they'd be a fun
company to work with

538.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
@Maarten Hey, that's still good

539.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
Way to go Maarten!

540.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
Did you see Tony in the Video, would you risk leaving your desk, or sneaking
on the internet, lol

541.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
yea, I am sure that Tony Fryman is just...awful! I mean, what a downer in the
video. ;) :D

542.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
Screw it, upgraded to Digital Collector even though I don't need more digital
books or soundtracks. I have no need for the box, so it's a pity there are no
other ways to go for upgrades.

543.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
They are chained to their workstations and fed water and a bit of gruel three
times a day

544.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
I just noticed, I have not seen many posts by Ryan the Cyantist today.
I suspect, hugely exhausted. I can imagine the crash when the adrenaline
stops for all the Cyantists. They're they'll be, draped here and slumped there,

throughout the Cyan offices. Some still pitifully trying to get to the coffee,
laboriously crawling, inching their way across the floor. Ah, to horrible to think
about. Even though I just did.

545.

Handyman Henry about 12 hours ago
they lose that much on a single infraction lol

546.

Handyman Henry about 12 hours ago
There's a thought!! tweet all the football players

547.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
@RAWA's mama: thanks, I think it's a good deal

548.

RAWA's mama about 12 hours ago
@Wayne Schnitzer _ Way to go with add-ons !

549.

Handyman Henry about 12 hours ago
I want another $8000 before the football game is on...then I can go to sleep...
:-))

550.

Blake Thomas about 12 hours ago
William: The tracking would be neat, no 3d (I'll never be able to see 3d, until
they can implant electrodes in my head). It doesn't really affect me except the
theaters.

551.

Ryan S. Davis about 12 hours ago
I'm not going to sleep for 7 hours, so if we don't have $8000 by then, I'll eat
my Obduction shirt.

552.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Take a stand

553.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
I am definitely going to consider saving up for one. Not just for Obduction, to
be sure. But since I also enjoy flight sims, it would add an enhanced level of
immersion to that as well.

554.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Ok, Ryan, don't go to sleep till you get it

555.

Ryan S. Davis about 12 hours ago
I really want another $8000 before I go to sleep...

556.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
Sorry to hear that blake, I have a friend with the same problem, found out
when i asked if they wanted to go to the cinema to a 3d show, felt awful. I'm
not fussed about Rift, I really can't justify such an outlay just to play one
game.

557.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
Blake: Sorry to hear that. But, I am not sure. Even though the depth may not
be present, the additional immersion that it provides because the view would
change naturally as you turn and look around, could still be enjoyable. I
would definitely do a try before buy, but I think and OR still may be usable for
yo.

558.

RAWA's mama about 12 hours ago
@Tai'lahr - I am having a lot of trouble with my internet, but I finally got
through. Thank you and Janaba - that was really special !!!

559.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Well, the Rift will cost me big time having to buy the rift and maybe a

computer to run it

560.

Rebecca Marks about 12 hours ago
I wish we could get the poster as an add-on! I dont care about signed or
anything, but I want that beautiful white tree concept art on my wall!

561.

Blake Thomas about 12 hours ago
Really wish we could get the extra world.
The rift won't do anything for me (blind in one eye).

562.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
* $25

563.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
And Wayne!

564.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
&25 is nothing when i think what i paid in the past for myst games, especially
Exile and RealMyst that i had to impot form the USA, Postage was as much
as the game :|

565.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
Way to go Blake!

566.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Maarten: That would sweet. We would wooosh past the 1.3 and be on our
way to the 1.7, an additional world!

567.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
We get that Tee now, I hope, not 2 years from now

568.

Blake Thomas about 12 hours ago
Well, getting myself a poster too.

569.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@ Wayne Bravo!

570.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
HaHa

571.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
10,865 x $25 would be $271,625! We'd be a long way to our stretch goals

572.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
I take a bow

573.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
Yay, go Wayne!

574.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
It would be cool if the 10865 $25 game backers all added another copy of the
game as an add-on for a friend. $25 for a game nowadays is nothing. the big
blockbusters are all 50, 60 or more. go on, another 25 to Cyan but for
something that won't cost them anything. sweet!

575.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@William Satiated *Groan* LOL

576.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
OK, I'm Gettin a TEE SHIRT, love it

577.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Sean Reynolds (EyeDE): Perhaps those cups will come cleaner with a
squee... Oh Hear the Groans! I could just not resist. >:)

578.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
awesome! good stuff Blake!

579.

Blake Thomas about 12 hours ago
Ya, think I'm going to. Getting paid tomorrow after all.

580.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
lol @sean. every bit helps, yeah?

581.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
@Nicholas - thank you!
@Blake - get it. you know you need another game-inspired t. I have many,
but I had to have this one!

582.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
Ive kind of reached my financial limit at the moment (exceeded really) so all i
can offer is to wash the dishes in the office??? They look like they drink a lot
of coffee must save on cleaner costs :|

583.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
@Cerity: ok, thanks

584.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
just allow a little slippage between now and Oct 2015, ok? I won't be
surprised at all if this comes out just before xmas '15, if not in '16. Big game
developments are known to slip 'n slide. at least Cyan is not on Valve Time!

585.

Blake Thomas about 12 hours ago
1 million minutes.
Might have to get myself a t-shirt too.

586.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 12 hours ago
Wayne up your pledge by clicking manage your pledge, keeping your tier the
same, and increase the amount. Then go through the amazon process again.
Also could use
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/pledge/edit

587.

Nicholas Bastian about 12 hours ago
Ok, added $5...wish I could do more but hopefully we can get OR +
localization.

588.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 12 hours ago
Two years! to years seems like eternity, but then again it's only 730 days, 24
months... Man this is the first game I had a chance at getting so far!! 2 Guys
from Andromeda was almost this cool.
37 hours to go... Saturday morning!!

589.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
woohoooo. the power of suggestion.. ;)

590.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Hold on, how do I do an add on, not sure

591.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
Good Man Wayne!

592.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
OK OK OK , I'm going to do it, YAY

593.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
it's a sign. a sign from Cyan. doit doit doit..

594.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
37 hours to go, $37.00 for the tee shirt ......... Hmmmm, maybe now would be
a good time for that

595.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
Get it Wayne, you know you want to. I'm getting two copies and a T. Gotta
wear the T while waiting 2 years. 2 looooooong years. Get it Wayne, we need
your $37 ;)

596.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Looking at that Tee Shirt as an add on, ............ Hmmmm

597.

Blake Thomas about 12 hours ago
Of course now we have to wait two year for it to come out, I'm not the most
patient person. lol
Wish I could contribute more, but not in the best financial situation atm.

598.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
Shorah Tahg, You will have to let us know how it went, hope when the time
comes you gave a great day, so envious

599.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
Lol, just added $3 to my pledge, makes a nice round even number now. Just
like they said in the latest update, even just adding a couple bucks is gonna
make a difference! Go on, do it! ;)

600.

Marein Könings about 12 hours ago
Shorah Tahg!

601.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
@Tahg: please say hello to them for us

602.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Wayne: LOL :)

603.

Tai'lahr about 12 hours ago
@RAWA's mama: Janaba captured a PDF screenshot of the moment in chat
here when you were declared the 'Official Obduction Community
Ambassador' to Cyan. Salvo asked someone to screenshot it and she did.
See this post for more details: http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

604.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
well, Congrats to you, and we love it that we could say hello to you here

605.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon: I think so as well. Plus the FIGS
group, whom, I am hoping, come out in force tomorrow. I really don't want
this to turn into a slog to hit the 1.3 I am really hoping that last 24 hours turns
into such a blast, the concussion from which, will be talked about by the
Obductee for years to come. :)

606.

Tahg about 12 hours ago
Adventure gaming is the only genre I truly enjoy playing. Between being antisocial, unimaginative, and having poor fine motor skills, nothing else really

fits me well. I started with Cyan playing Myst around the age of 11, our family
really having just gotten a PC at the time. Being able to actually go and meet
them is a once in a lifetime opportunity I wouldn't miss for anything.

607.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Had no idea Cher had a squee

608.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Get your Rift on

609.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@ Wayne LOL I'll remember that.

610.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Pretty sure of that after today

611.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
You know, it does indeed. Perhaps a long branch of some of my blood,
Cherokee. :)

612.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 12 hours ago
Looks like the Occulus Rift fans will get their wish.

613.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
If you say soakasquee, then it sounds like an Indian tribe

614.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@ Wayne: LOL! :D

615.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
Soak a squee ................. HaHa

616.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Tahg: I really, envy you for that, just a wee bit. >.)

617.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
Hey, Yes My Squee Survived, and survived the severe scrubbing clean :|

618.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 12 hours ago
castar looks like zioneyez. :/

619.

Daniel "Stranger" Craig about 12 hours ago
@Sean: aha tnx and yes have heard that one before - maybe I should call
dibbs on a "007" avi for Obduction ;D?
@Ithon: sounds interesting hope things work out too :)

620.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@ Blake Thomas: I have that little fella. as well. On my shelf of memories.
Always ask myself, every-time I look at him, last time just the other day, if
perhaps I should touch the bare critter up with some paint so that he'll look
more himself at he did in Exile. Just can't make up my mind. My only other
option would be to make a cast and for molding a second, and paint that one.

621.

Tahg about 12 hours ago
Wondering what the Obduction prop will be, as 1 of 10 (out of 40 potential)
aside from the development team, this will hopefully truly be a collectors item

622.

ithon about 12 hours ago
Hi I talked to people at Technical Illusions who's kickstarter is castAR, They
are 4 hours away from your office and want to work with you on integrating
their AR/VR product with the game. I would love to have the Obduction
experience using castAR and hope the 1.7 mill goal works out.

623.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
@Blake: nice, cute little squee, wow

624.

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago
I was wondering who would say it first

625.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@ Wayne, Long time ago now. Learn to just enjoy things.

626.

Blake Thomas about 12 hours ago
I still have a collectors edition of Exile, I keep the Squee cast on my speaker.

627.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
Welcome James Bond, Ahem, Daniel Craig :D (bet you never heard that :| )

628.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
PMG = OMG

629.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
@Sean: PMG, How awful

630.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
No I won't be able to leave it unopened, i got a special edition of myst 5 (i
think it was 5) and I had the standard copy.... still had to open it. But hey,
Why hide it away, get out of it what you can who know knows what might
happen. I lost a lot of my Myst collection in a flood in 2005 :(

631.

Daniel "Stranger" Craig about 13 hours ago
Tnx Wayne and RAWA's mama glad to be a part of the Obduction family :D

632.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
@Blake: you a smart one Mr Blake Thomas

633.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
Ys, do it for them and they will do it for themselves and then we will all be
happy and live a long time in Obductionville

634.

Blake Thomas about 13 hours ago
Got myself a boxed copy, not sure I'll be able to leave it closed.
The original Myst was my introduction to computer gaming.

635.

RAWA's mama about 13 hours ago
@Daniel "Stranger" Craig - Hello and welcome

636.

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago
we are going to get the first stretch goal, and that is very good indeed for our
European friends!

637.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
A measly 110,000 to go to 1,300,000

638.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
just turned 1,190,000

639.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
Hahahahahahaha

640.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
Don't forget, you have 2 years to pay it off

641.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
I wouldn't be able to leave it unopened.

642.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 13 hours ago
@Dana: I am seriously considering that as well. Even though, my budget is
saying, I seriously should not.

643.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 13 hours ago
@Wayne: Even though I won't need to, I probably won't be able to resist
opening the box. Unless the Art of Obduction book can satiate me.
Yep. I don't know. An unopened box, especially THIS BOX, is likely to leave
more sleepless than I usually am. I can hear it now, as I lay in bed, trying to
sleep, its plaintive voice crying out, begging me, "I am your precious, open
me!" ;)

644.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
Welcome Daniel, you have been Obducted

645.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 13 hours ago
I have been thinking about getting an extra via addon so I can leave one
sealed LOL

646.

Daniel "Stranger" Craig about 13 hours ago
Just got the latest updates on the Iphone and whoooooeeee it is done!!!! This
is a wonderful project, and I will be waiting patiently to enter the world(s) of
Obduction - glad I was able to help make yet another Cyan dream a reality ;)

647.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
@Sean, that is your choice, I will open mine for sure

648.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
@ Sean, OK............Haha

649.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
Saying that, i really don't have the will power to leave the box sealed, I'll have
to open it and see what's in there, the disc art in the flesh... :( :)

650.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
After Saturday 9am, no more boxed editions will be available. Right now only
4,489 are being given out. I don't believe that it will be more than 5,000. Just
add up each level from $75.00 one and see.

651.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
@Wayne, Shhhhhhh I'm trying to sell more ;) haha

652.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
@Sean: the point also is, you do not need to open it, as you get a digital
download of the game also

653.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
@Wayne Good point, Investment, if you have some funds you could buy a
second box to wrap up, hide in the attic, and sell off in another 30 years,
while still having the pleasure of the first copy!

654.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago
dun Dun DUN

655.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 13 hours ago
@ Wayne, we really can't be sure how many were added on so it might be
more!

656.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
Night Russell

657.

RAWA's mama about 13 hours ago
@Russell Deitch - Good Night

658.

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago
As of now, less than 5,000 Boxed editions will be given out. This is a great
deal for collectors. A true limited edition will only increase in value, so....You
should upgrade to this if you are not getting one in your teir level

659.

Russell Deitch about 13 hours ago
Bedtime for me as well. Goodnight, all. :)

660.

Handyman Henry about 13 hours ago
Seems a bit slower than I expected.. Hmmm

661.

RAWA's mama about 13 hours ago
Dimitrios - We appreciate all your hard work on the calcs. Good night-rest
well !

662.

Tako Shak (KT) about 13 hours ago
!

663.

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago
I'm still here...

664.

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
POINT

665.

Hernan Stamati about 13 hours ago
The 7th guest 3 project's trend is underfunded... if you liked the series
consider contributing!

666.

Dimitrios about 13 hours ago
I will sleep dreaming this >>>>>>>>>>>" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION
SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' !
wondering what else i will find inside!!!!
Goodnight friends!

667.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 13 hours ago
H!O!O!R!A!Y! F!O!R! E!X!C!E!S!S! E!X!C!L!A!M!A!T!I!O!N! P!O!I!N!T!S!

668.

Dimitrios about 13 hours ago
Goodnight Nomad
@ Carol i dont :)
hope to enjoy i am going to sleep also!!!!!!!11
ENJOY the take off!!!!!!!!!!

669.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 13 hours ago
@David H re:modularity - The update where Road Trip and Additional World
were revealed said that the game was designed around a hub and 3 worlds,
but that the stretch goal would make it a hub and 4 worlds. To me, that sort of
implies a modular structure that can be built upon at a future time. OBduction
2 might actually be an expansion of OBduction.

670.

Adam Cygman about 13 hours ago
This is it. If we all pledge only $5 more, we'll reach the next tier!!

671.

Em about 13 hours ago
so many exclamation marks

672.

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago
ets get t 11 by

673.

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago
*Rothfuss

674.

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago
ok everyone, since I am having surgery tomorrow on my right hand, I thought
it would be a good idea for you to get used to "left hand only" typing. So from
now on, only the left hand will be used.

675.

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago
I tried to contact Patrick Ruthfuss to see if he wanted to spread the word and
support the project... He posted a few days ago an article in his blog about
GOG games like Zork III and such... But He didn't respond till now =(...
http://blog.patrickrothfuss.com/2013/11/gog-using-games-to-make-the-worlda-better-place/
Here's the article...
And for those of you that don't know Patrick Rothfuss I seriously recomend
him! Read! It's good for you! And his books are awesome!

676.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Dimitrios, how do you sleep with all those numbers going around in your
head?

677.

Griffin about 13 hours ago
Welcome to the party John!
Reminding everyone to visit www.thankyoucyan.com to read great stories of
how Cyan made a difference to us, and please leave your own too! Besides
thanking Cyan (we know they read these), we hope the publicity will help the
kickstarter campaign.

678.

Dimitrios about 13 hours ago
ok back!!!!!!!!!!!!
The BIG numbers at the right, both are behind real time at about 107+
backers and 107x 58.8$=6313 $ (1)
there is also paypal which i think Cyan add to herein total ( now i believe will
be more than 7000$++ (2)
the add on category is only at 50.000$ 4.6% !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! That means 2 things :
a) either the people dont be sure or dont know how to use it
b) they are waiting until the final decision (like me) , ( i will double !!!! for
example) (3)
http://imageshack.us/a/img546/9143/utys.png
http://imageshack.us/a/img706/4067/q8ci.png
http://imageshack.us/a/img849/9854/hwld.png

http://imageshack.us/a/img46/7483/3loh.png
The charts show the truth. They are corrected with the current ratio!!!!!!!!!
We are trending towards 1.330.000$ and 23.000+ Backers (3)
But wait!!!! 23.000 B x 58.78$ = 1.351.000!!! (4)
Now from (1), (2), (3), (4) = VIRTUAL REALITY WE ARE COMING
FAST !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
As you can see in one of my charts , i assume 15000 B add 10$-50$ .......
lets see together the maths!
10.000-15.000 B x 10$-50$ = 100.000$ or 150.000$ or 500.000$ or
750.000$ (5) remember how low Addons are !!!!!!!! We need to push forward
that!!!!!!!!!
(3) +(5) = 1.330.000$ +100.000$ >>>750.000$ = GRAND TOTAL =
MIN 1.430.000$ MAX 2.080.000$!
Also look at the high budget slots !!!!!! maybe they will disappear suddenly!!!!!
Moreover in a chart you can see that way a lot of people stay at 25$ , you
know why??
Because they did not realize what Cyan means when it says
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
It will be something just UNIQUE and they didnt realize that they can have it
also using ADD ONs
and there are more....................
Thank you for your patience, i work very hard for all the above....i hope you
enjoy!
Meanwhile we are going fast very fast and at a moment we will be boosted
towards the GALAXY!!!!!!
Shorah Dimitrios

679.

Debra Johnson about 13 hours ago
Welcome John - thanks for backing! No worries - you have 2 years to save
up for it! :D

680.

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago
@John, we are glad you did too, welcome!

681.

John Nunnemacher about 13 hours ago
OMG, you guys, I'm glad I caught this before funding ended.
I bought my first Mac, a Performa 550, so I could play "Myst" after seeing it at
a friend's house.
I bought my second Mac, a beige G3 minitower, so I could play "Riven" when
that came out.
And (I know Cyan didn't produce it, but) I bought my first Powerbook, the
Titanium model, so I could play "Exile" when that came out.
So how could I pass this one up? (Although I hope I won't have to replace my
quadcore iMac by the time "Obduction" releases next year.) ;)

682.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 13 hours ago
Hello all. I've spent a good part of the day tweeting people and decided to go
a different route. I wrote a post on my Tumblr account about Obduction and
the Oculus Rift. The article is here
http://salvoludus.tumblr.com/post/67001199562/virtual-living Please read it. If
you like it, please share it. But most importantly, make something yourself!
Maybe draw something and post it on your facebook wall or deviant art like
some of you have done. Or write a poem about Cyan and tweet it. Something
that other people can also share and get the word out faster. We don't have a
lot of time and I think that some original fan content might help. :)

683.

Nichelle Hammer about 13 hours ago
Still climbing :)

684.

Frank den Blaauwen about 14 hours ago
@Talon: Maybe at 21212 I beat you... Or not

685.

Frank den Blaauwen about 14 hours ago
@Talon: Sorry, I was posting at the same time you were. My keyboard is
slower then yours... :-)

686.

laughingpineapple about 14 hours ago
@David H & Alahmnat: Agreed, that was my premise as well! We just can't
know yet and we probably won't until we actually play the thing.

687.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago
ECHO ECHo ECho Echo echo...

688.

Frank den Blaauwen about 14 hours ago
20202 backers

689.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
Off for a few hours of tabletop-ing. Um, please have this thing fully stretched
by the time I get back, K? Thanks.

690.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago
20202 backers

691.

Frank den Blaauwen about 14 hours ago
@Rhys:I meant @Sara

692.

Frank den Blaauwen about 14 hours ago
@Rhys: AFAIK funding will continue for sometime with paypal

693.

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago
Sara--yes, but only through PayPal which is not as transparent in terms of
amount pledged.

694.

Sara Patt about 14 hours ago
Stupid question, but will the stretch goals continue after the funding
deadline?

695.

RAWA's mama about 14 hours ago
@Jim Lesses and @Starwatcher - Thank you for your pledges and welcome

696.

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago
Also, if anyone plays SolForge on iPad or PC (it's free), look me up! My name
there is
ryansdavis

697.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
I am confident this will still break the 1,200,000, before the end of counting,
today. I am going to admit though, as midnight is closing in on most of the
FIGS areas of Europe, that I really expected a larger bounce, today. So,
things now move back to the others side of the pond.
Though, don't get me wrong, I think there have been very solid gains today.
We are just at achieving half the goal that was reached yesterday. And,
perhaps the cooling affect, that I predicted before we it the 1.1 mark, is
somewhat stronger than I anticipated. Or, perhaps it will just take another 12
hours before we see the surge from Europe I have really thought will be
there, for FIGS at the 1.3 level.
Good progress though. 15 hours to go before we tuck down into the last 24
hour period of this KS. Moving into the after work hours on this side of the
pond. Lots of time to see things move well past the 1.2 mark for the OR
backers, and put us in a strong, very strong and sure position to hit and move
beyond the 1.3 for OR and FIGS, tomorrow.
Yep, we are still gaining altitude. It's sill a very nice ride! :) Regardless of
what happens with OR and FIGS, we do have, Obduction! :D

698.

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago
Whoo! Go Europe! Get those local languages!

699.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 14 hours ago
Welcome all new backers, so many new names and I can't remember my
own.

700.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
@Starwatcher: Awesome! Thank you!

701.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
@Jim: Welcome, and thank you!

702.

Jim Lesses about 14 hours ago
That's it. I should know better, but I just couldn't resist, so I'm backing this
project. Besides, I need something to do now that I'm retired, and I have such
fond memories of playing Myst and Riven, that I just had to get on board.
Looking forward to the updates and the game.

703.

STARWATCHER about 14 hours ago
Don't give up, i've just managed my pledge from 75$ to 250$.
I Know everybody does its best.
Hello from France ;-)

704.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 14 hours ago
@Dan I like that for DLC.
I remember sneaker net. Kids these days wouldn't know what to do without
their apple products.
Resurgence in adventure games, pick anything up that's not secured or
bolted down~~
I think we're gonna hit 1.3M near the closing time in USA, probably 6p PST

705.

Alahmnat about 14 hours ago
@David H: Hehe, you said it a lot better than I was about to.

706.

David H about 14 hours ago
@laughingpineapple: Oh right! I guess my only worry is that it won't be
modular after it's been made. In other words, if they have to plan out how
each of the worlds mesh and tell the story together, adding a fourth down the
road may not work very well. It might only be that it's modular until they've
laid it out.

707.

Frank den Blaauwen about 14 hours ago
We've been spoiled last two days. At kicktraq I see about 46k has been
pledged to day and I think 'hm... Slow day'

708.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago
We should hit that no prob.

709.

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago
Ok, $13000 to go to the next $100K milestone. Let's do it in the next 5 hours,
before the "kicktraq day" ends!

710.

Frank den Blaauwen about 14 hours ago
@Tako: I cannot picture Rand as the fat lady. I'm also not sure I want to. :-)

711.

Whitney Little about 14 hours ago
If anyone has money left to spare on their credit card, you're doing it wrong...

712.

laughingpineapple about 14 hours ago
@David H: while generically talking about stretch goals, if I remember
correctly! Something about Obduction being a modular project with an
adjustable size depending on the funding they get.
@Ken: I like your version better! From now on, I'll only get additional content
that makes me think exactly that. (like more worlds to explore!)

713.

ericfromabeno about 14 hours ago
Marein, nice! ^_^

714.

Tako Shak (KT) about 14 hours ago
It ain't over until Rand starts singing.

715.

Marein Könings about 14 hours ago
Here's an updated version of my graph: http://puu.sh/5iuxp.png

716.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
Awaiting *more* intensity...

717.

Ken about 14 hours ago
Yeah I thought it was close

718.

Justin Esparza about 14 hours ago
@Ken I think I prefer “Damn Let’s Continue,” myself. :-D

719.

Ken about 14 hours ago
OK thanks all

720.

Katie Funk about 14 hours ago
@Ken Downloadable content - add-ons to the game that you can download
(extra areas, quests, outfits, etc).

721.

Christoph Burschka about 14 hours ago
Downloadable Content. It's all the rage in the game industry nowadays, since
it allows game companies to get more money from players who are already
hooked. :P

722.

Tako Shak (KT) about 14 hours ago
downloadable content- AKA add-ons.

723.

Alahmnat about 14 hours ago
@Ken: DownLoadable Content :)

724.

Ken about 14 hours ago
I've been trying to figure what DLC stands for the only thing I could come up
with is "Damn Lets Continue"

725.

David H about 14 hours ago
@laughingpineapple: when did they mention the game's structure being
modular? I can't remember that but you've got me curious now.

726.

laughingpineapple about 14 hours ago
If the game's structure is as modular as they mentioned at the beginning (as
in... the narrative setup allows for it even beyond the planning stage), and if
the kickstarter isn't enough but the sales allow for it, an additional world or
two could be DLC, in this day and age. It sure has become easier than in
Uru's time.

727.

Kennyan about 14 hours ago
The final 2 days have barely begun.. Give it a bit more time and it might just
pick up..

728.

Tako Shak (KT) about 14 hours ago
The final two days aren't over yet.

729.

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago
The final 2 days weren't as hyped-up as I had anticipated D:

730.

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 14 hours ago
I am so glad for this company and this community that Obduction will be
created. They've worked hard to get to this point; we've played hard and
waited long to be a part of it. Can't wait!
Oh yes, C'mon, stretch goals!

731.

Wayne Schnitzer about 14 hours ago
Welcome Jason N

732.

Wayne Schnitzer about 15 hours ago
@Debra: hahahaha, good one

733.

Jason Nollan about 15 hours ago
have always been a huge fan of the Myst series, can't wait to see what you
guys do with the Rift! Plus I finally actually backed the project, lazy me...

734.

Wayne Schnitzer about 15 hours ago
@Ryan: I think your right, Cyan will find a way to get that additional world

735.

Debra Johnson about 15 hours ago
@Ryan I'll be happy without the extra world anyway because I'll be looking
forward to the next time so I can be ReObducted.

736.

Kennyan about 15 hours ago
Finally got my economy sorted out to the point that I know I can afford the
game in a box.. $90 worth of my swedish money is coming your way Cyan!

737.

Ryan S. Davis about 15 hours ago
I think the slowdown is largely attributed to the big tiers filling up...BUT, I don't
want them to open up more. I don't want my Obduction crowded with a ton of
random objects. I think another high level tier would help, but I also think it's
way too late in the process for Cyan to bother. My feeling is that we'll get to
the first stretch goal, and Cyan will just be awesome enough to try for the
additional world on their own.

738.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago
Dreamfall Chapters had 21,858 backers and a total amount of $1,538,425. I
think we can beat that!!

739.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago
@ Acorn, I have been playing alone, trying to remember things and then I will

join everyone.

740.

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 15 hours ago
Hello, Rasmus/PixelMage

741.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago
@ Rasmus, we are going to be salivating at the postman every day, and
while you are getting yours I will probably have to wait another few weeks.

742.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago
@ Tai'lahr, I just logged out, I was getting a bit tired, just wanted to make sure
it was working for today and ended up completing the cleft. I will try to be
there tomorrow.

743.

Acorn about 15 hours ago
@Carol, I see you're playing MOULa - that's great! I'm not coming in tonight
but I hope to see you around! Sorry to miss you too, Tai'.

744.

Rasmus Jämting (PixelMage) about 15 hours ago
This will be the most anticipated game in 2015 for sure. :)

745.

Tai'lahr about 15 hours ago
Carol, are you in the cavern, now? I'm hanging the in Obductee's Hood for
awhile.

746.

Wayne Schnitzer about 15 hours ago
@Carol: I know

747.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago
@ Wayne, I can't get on with microphones at all and any background noise
and I can't hear at all. So you are not alone there.

748.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 15 hours ago
can't type, couldn't before. Condition deteriorating. Time to step away. I'll be
back, to lurk and continue to watch the telemetry as the numbers continue to
come in. A this adventure, continues. :)

749.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 15 hours ago
Assuming an average contribution of 59.00USD. So basically, 2000 new
backer dispersed at the 25, 46 and 75 USD levels.

750.

Wayne Schnitzer about 15 hours ago
@Carol: The thing is there, People are using microphone's more and more
and I have trouble hearing them properly. So, It can be disconcerting for me
too

751.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago
@ Wayne I did thank you, I am all set up now, a bit disconcerting when
people run past you and vanish though, good thing I have played the game
before.

752.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 15 hours ago
excuse me, 1.3 stretch goal.
Oh man!

753.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 15 hours ago
Just working the averages, ~2000 more backers would get us to the 1.5 first
stretch.

754.

Evan Smith about 15 hours ago
6 more!

755.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 15 hours ago
Myst and MULE... fond memories. Later memories from ROGUE and roguelikes

756.

Michael Ozark about 15 hours ago
OK, another $20, no rewards, and... he's tapped out... maybe..

757.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 15 hours ago
Nomad Molly, break a leg ... And if you do, sue the surgeon and fund
OBduction with the settlement.

758.

Wayne Schnitzer about 15 hours ago
@Carol, so you managed to get into MOULa?

759.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 15 hours ago
@NomadMolly: Yes, this really puts a crimp into "normal" productivity. :)

760.

Nila Mu'Hari about 15 hours ago
I strongly believe there's more for us, than the 1st stretch goal. Having that in
mind, good night everyone. This is an awesome crowd and I'm so glad, we're
all here! We're all already obducted, that's for sure! :)

761.

RAWA's mama about 15 hours ago
@Jim Higgitt - "wave" Hi

762.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago
Back from the cleft, sorry if I missed any comments, I don't have the strength
to scroll back hours.
I wanted to make sure everything worked for tomorrow, that's if I can stay
awake.

763.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 15 hours ago
I'm confident of the 1.3 before the clock runs out in the next 40 hours. I
am...uncomfortable...with a 400,000 gap to get the additional world via
PayPal. I really would have liked/wanted, the additional world. And it would
have been nice to reach far toward that here, long before the KS was over.
However, as someone pointed out earlier today, PayPal can work to
incredible benefit, it seems after a KS ends.

764.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 15 hours ago
Number 2: We want stretch goals, stretch goals, stretch goals.
Number 6: You'll not get it.
Number 2: By hook or by crook, we will, we will.

765.

NomadMolly about 15 hours ago
that's 3:00 US EST ;)

766.

NomadMolly about 15 hours ago
Well really there is no point in me sitting at this desk at work. I'm going to get
home and I'm not bringing any work. I'll be around until about 3:00 am. (That
is as late as I'm allowed to eat or drink, so I intend to eat and drink right up to
that point.) Then I will sleep and have surgery.
See you in a bit.

767.

Lisa C about 15 hours ago
If we continue at about 4K an hour (or bring in the same amount as we did
yesterday every day through the end of the week), then yeah ~1.35M. If we
take in twice as much today as we did yesterday, then double again
tomorrow... $1.77M isn't out of the question. LoL. My money's on $1.35M atm
though.

768.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 15 hours ago
Varied, updates. Train left the track for a siding there.

769.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 15 hours ago
@Criswell: Thanks! By the way, I have been enjoying the "wit" you've been
injecting into many of your varied. Quite enjoyable. :)

770.

Jim Higgitt about 15 hours ago
LOL, opened my laptop for the first time in a few days to find this page up
and refreshed, asking me if I wanted to view 4,224 newer comments!!!!!!!!!!!!
Happy as I am to say that I've likely read them all already at work/on my
phone. Gee whizz we're a talkative bunch!
Shorah RAWA's mama.

771.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago
Assuming of course, we don't get another huge surge like we got yesterday
from NPH!

772.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 15 hours ago
The Weatherman predicts we will make the blurry stretch goal. Just emailed
Evil Hat Games about OBduction. They make the FATE CORE RPG system
that Unwritten is based on. I asked them to either fund, promote, or both. We
shall see.

773.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago
So that makes final amount at $1,348,000!

774.

Nila Mu'Hari about 15 hours ago
@Paul: great!

775.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago
Well, in the last 3.5 hours, we've gone up 14K! That's 4K an hour. Hope that
puts things in perspective.

776.

Nila Mu'Hari about 15 hours ago
Thanks Wayne! Any news on potential goal splitting @1.7?

777.

laughingpineapple about 15 hours ago
@William Yeesha hanging around at Cyan wins cutest thought of the day!
Can't keep a roadrunner caged (...ask Wile E. Coyote for reference), but why
not out of her own will...

778.

Wayne Schnitzer about 15 hours ago
$16,000 to go for that

779.

NomadMolly about 15 hours ago
@Wayne, good to be back

780.

Wayne Schnitzer about 15 hours ago
@Nila: maybe hitting 1.2 million shortly

781.

Nila Mu'Hari about 15 hours ago
Hi everyone! How are we doing? Any reliable predictions? Any new Maths?

782.

Wayne Schnitzer about 15 hours ago
welcome back Molly

783.

NomadMolly about 15 hours ago
whew, learned just enough in 8 minutes to fake my way through that little
meeting...now...where were we?

784.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 15 hours ago
J Johns, agreed, someone should alert Cyan once the campaign is over,
nothing on the frontpage can be edited SO, maybe reorganization of...
Announcement, where we are, where we need to be... pledge graphic may
be kinda nice, what you get for what you're giving.

785.

Wayne Schnitzer about 15 hours ago
Really, I hope you get them

786.

Jason Andersen about 15 hours ago
@Horatio: Heh, it was in response to me stating we were on track to meet
yesterday's numbers. But you aptly pointed out that my day isn't necessarily
kicktraq's day, and that it may not be realistic to think we would do as well as
yesterday. :)

787.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 16 hours ago
I brought over two people. ;)
Really REALLY want prints of the artwork. Back home I have my old 90s
collection of games including the artbook from Riven.

788.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 16 hours ago
Regarding the two years. Yeesha must be in, or hanging around, the "vault"
there at Cyan, where they keep the "BigIron" type artifacts. They could
probably pull her in, or out of the vault, her little "Yeesha Cave," to help write
worlds. That is her forte. I would keep an eye on her though. :)

789.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Sorry William

790.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
20,100 backers already

791.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 16 hours ago
@Michael Aranovitz: This is no time to press reality in upon me. ;)

792.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Michael: Good point, it's not that easy to know just might happen over the
course of two years

793.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Questions like what did Horatio have for lunch today

794.

Michael Arnovitz about 16 hours ago
And I have to say, I think that we all need to keep an open mind about this
"two year" thing. The fact is that nearly 85% of the top fifty Kickstarter
campaigns have come in late. Only 8 have come in on time. So when Cyan
says mid to late 2015, it might be wise to view that as an estimate.

795.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
I think here, we could get a question answered faster

796.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
WE are planning on doing both

797.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
Well, I hope you all plan to move over to the forum.

798.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
They will keep the comments section open for all that time also

799.

Horatio about 16 hours ago
@Jason: Yeah, I know - I don't even remember what I said, now. :P
I hope it's possible, too.

800.

Eric Largé about 16 hours ago
Two years waiting, yeah, but we'll also have the backer forum and likely
developer updates. :)

801.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
@Banjamin - Thank you for backing and welcome to the best family in the
world !

802.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@ William Hahahaha, right, it's not going to be easy

803.

Jason Andersen about 16 hours ago
3 hour delayed response to Horatio (remember just a few days ago you could
walk away from your computer for a few hours and only have a dozen or so
messages to catch up on?): Yes, it's realistic, especially considering the 48
hour reminders went out today. Is it possible it doesn't happen? Sure, but I
won't be surprised if it does.

804.

laughingpineapple about 16 hours ago
@Cerity: brothers playing brothers with a third brother writing the father
who's also played by a brother hadn't tipped you off 20 years ago? :3 That's
part of what makes Cyan so wonderful, isn't it!

805.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 16 hours ago
@Wayne Schnitzer: Yes. looks promising. Very. Well, another day for me,
obducted. Aw well. It is not like something momentous like this, regarding
Cyan, happens every day.
The really, really hard part of this campaign though is yet to come.
TWO YEARS WAITING! AAUUUUGGGHHHHHH!!!!!!
Kkkuuuhhhmmm. Sorry! :)

806.

Benjamin about 16 hours ago
I think things will really increase over the last 24 hours. estimate ending over
1.5

807.

Horatio about 16 hours ago
@Benjamin: Thanks for joining us! Help spread the word - only 41 hours left!

808.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Welcome Benjamin

809.

Eric Largé about 16 hours ago
I think 1.3M is a realistic possibility. It'll be interesting to see if we get more of
an overnight spike, now that the contributions more directly affect
international fans. We are most definitely a global community.

810.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
*who*

811.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Still time, ho knows

812.

Benjamin about 16 hours ago
I've been watching this project for a while.
Finally decided to pitch in.

813.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 16 hours ago
So many many many faces.

814.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@ Tai'lahr: my thought also

815.

realXCV about 16 hours ago
That's not enough. I want a localized version of Obduction.

816.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
Oh, $17,500 should be easy peasy.

817.

Michael R. about 16 hours ago
@Tai'lahr: I'll do :-)

818.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Just looking at the number for today, we are only $17,500 from 1.2
million.........Hmmmmmmmm

819.

Mark Scheiffley about 16 hours ago
@Tai'lahr. or the northern equivalent "yous"

820.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 16 hours ago
Just realized Cyan is a family affair :D

821.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
@Tai'lahr - lol

822.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
@Michael R.: Next time, try the plural of you: "y'all" ; )

823.

Michael R. about 16 hours ago
With you I meant everyone here. Sorry that was a bit unclear.

824.

Lisa C about 16 hours ago
We're only halfway into the day and on track to match what was brought in
yesterday... perhaps exceed as we get closer to the next stretch goal.

825.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
Pfffft, I haven't done that much. Just a fraction of all the other fans here
who've worked much harder than I have. I meant all of US here.

826.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
shoot...I have to really know something that I don't in about 8
minutes...uhmm ....be back later

827.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@ Tai'lahr: Well you seem tireless in doing it

828.

Michael R. about 16 hours ago
@Tai'lahr: And you did a real great job as marketing department!

829.

Sven Torsten May about 16 hours ago
only one and a good half day...

830.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
@Floyd - Well he "rawks" just being my wonderful son and I am so proud of
what he has accomplished these last 20 years at Cyan.

831.

Sven Torsten May about 16 hours ago
1.3 Mio?

832.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
@Michael: plus, they've already got a Marketing Dept.: US! ; )

833.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
@RAWA's Mama, thank you sweetie

834.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Michael: this is a dream come true for me, I know that

835.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
@William, hahaha

836.

Michael Arnovitz about 16 hours ago
@Wayne: I agree. I don't know how many companies can function without a
publisher, but if you can do that the financial rewards could be significant.
While a publisher fronts the development money, provides marketing and
takes care of distribution, they also often take 80%-90% of the sales
revenues.
Working as an independent, Cyan will have to carve off a chunk of sales for
people like Apple (iTunes), Steam, Epic, etc. But even after all of that, it
wouldn't surprise me if they're still left with 50%-70%, which is quite a leap

from 10%-12%. There are so many significant tools available now to
companies like Cyan that simply weren't there (or barely usable) even 10
years ago, much less 20. That's why all of this is possible, and for those of us
who remember opening the Myst box 20 years ago, it's really amazing to see
this.

837.

ArkhamNative about 16 hours ago
Yesterday I was hoping for 118% but commented 1.18M. Now we've just hit
that, and 118% (the next stretch goal) seems very likely. (Yes, Kicktrak will
eventually catch up. It's been increasing its "trending" for days now.) I'm also
happy that non-KS funding will count towards stretch goals, too.

838.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 16 hours ago
@NomadMolly: I understood. "RAWKS" Really Awesome Wild KickStarter.
I know, man. I should not be here. It's incredibly addictive. Must be like being
on the event horizon of a black hole. I should be concentrating on productive
stuff, stuff that needs to be done. But, can't help staring out the window at
this.
And, I hope you all will prove me completely absolutely wrong about not
hitting 1,300,000 until tomorrow. It would be beautiful if that marker was
actually reached, today.

839.

Floyd Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@RAWA's mama how proud are you?

840.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
HI Floyd - glad to meet you and thanks for your pledge !!

841.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Well, Molly has alot of that

842.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
@NomadMolly - before I forget - good luck on your surgery tomorrow. We will
all be thinking of you :)

843.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Floyd: RAWA is Richard A Watson, an emploee of Cyan, and of course his
mama is here with us now

844.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
I think "rawks" is now a common way to spell "rocks" when extra enthusiasm
is intended.

845.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Hahahahaha, ok

846.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
@Tirah - thanks for backing and welcome. I couldn't agree with you more
about how GREAT everyone here is and now you have joined the family :).

847.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
yep

848.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Is that rocks with an accent

849.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
well "rocks" spelled the way most people say it

850.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Molly, what is rawks

851.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
@Tirah, the Myst community rawks!

852.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Tirah: well gosh, how nice

853.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
Wave at RAWA's mama. (( hugs ))

854.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
@RAWA's mama Hi!

855.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@ RAWA's mama: welcome back

856.

Tirah about 16 hours ago
I backed this project in the first week and I am so excited that it reached its
goal. I loved Myst and Riven and can't wait for Obduction. I've been following
these comments for quite some time and I just want to say that the
comments have been so helpful and supportive and you guys are just great!

857.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
Chores done - Lunch done - and look at the 20,000 backer total WOOO
HOOO !!
@Tai"lahr - thanks for doing that !!

858.

Jenny Sue Hane about 16 hours ago
Uru was naturally modular, so adding expansions was easy. Obduction is
going to have a storyline, so depending on how it's designed, it might be
tougher to tape on additional worlds after the fact.

859.

Jennifer about 16 hours ago
i wish the art book was easier to get

860.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
*three*

861.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Only thre double disks to make it 100

862.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@ Jim: Stop asking them questions, they are supposed to be working hard

on the game ..............HaHa

863.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 16 hours ago
Happy 20,000 backers! And I bet we'll hit 100 Double Disc backers today :)

864.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
Shorah Obductees! I've organized links to Obduction articles, Cyan posts,
fan sites, etc. Please check it out when you get a chance and let me know if
I've missed anything. http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

865.

Jim Higgitt about 16 hours ago
I hope that the additional world has always been part of the plan and that the
stretch goal is to have it ready on launch day with the rest of the game.
However, if the stretch isn't met, they'll just release it as DLC six months after
launch, when they get a whole new level of funding from sales.
Cyan? Please? Is good plan no?

866.

Jim Higgitt about 16 hours ago
Hello Mark's coworker!! Come and join in, the water's lovely

867.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
This game could make a big difference in that company

868.

Jim Higgitt about 16 hours ago
I like realMaths from Dimitrios. Keep it up!
Leaving work now, hopefully when I check back in an hour we'll be 1.185m+

869.

Mark Scheiffley about 16 hours ago
Yea!!! finally convinced one of my coworkers to back Obduction! Woo! His
comment: "They make that way too easy with the link to Amazon."

870.

Michael Arnovitz about 16 hours ago
@Ryan: From what I've read the idea for Obduction has been rolling around
at Cyan for years. I'm sure they have planned for many contingencies,
including ones that they're not yet talking about publicly.

871.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Really Michael, that's something right there

872.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Floyd: Hahahahahaha

873.

Michael Arnovitz about 16 hours ago
I don't know if anyone else has already pointed this out, but in terms of the
number of backers Obduction has now broken the all-time top 25. By the time
things are done here I think there's a reasonable chance that they'll break the
all-time top 20.

874.

Floyd Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
I'm still trying to finish URU

875.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Floyd: yes, we are going crazy here, but we've been waiting so long for
Cyan to do this, who can blame us

876.

Lisa C about 16 hours ago
180K+ !!!

877.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Mark, what a great idea

878.

Ken about 16 hours ago
Maybe as an expansion , they had two for URU To D'ni And the Path

879.

Floyd Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
It's hard to believe so many of you pledging so much for a great game. I for
one can not what.

880.

Mark Scheiffley about 16 hours ago
Fine.. I dropped $130 worth of stuff off of my Amazon wishlist, and
transferred the money to my fund amount.. and now I'm an Art Collector..
Why wait? I want that new world!

881.

Robert Washburne about 16 hours ago
Just a suggestion... Once the Kickstarter is over Saturday, maybe Cyan could
send out one of its Update messages to all the supporters and suggest that
they check out the 7th Guest 3 Kickstarter. You know, the other legendary
game which came out in 1993 :-).

882.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
I think Kickstarter is great, It was never available before, but it has got things
popping now

883.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 17 hours ago
OOOH! DLC, or a patch/addon. We know how Cyan champions for their
fans.

884.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 17 hours ago
@Dimitrios thanks for keeping track of all the math :D big projects like this
are great. You see a fanbase on properties like this and double fine, or the
movies by Braff, Thomas. Course Pebble Watch put alot of unknown people
onto kickstarter to put it in the public eye.

885.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Griffin: My thoughts exactly

886.

Lisa C about 17 hours ago
<$250 to 180K :)

887.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@ Ryan: yes, and maybe it could be offered later as an add on

888.

Griffin about 17 hours ago
@Wayne 5000 boxes plus whatever people add on of course! Still pretty
exclusive.

889.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Right now, only about 5000 boxes will be given out

890.

Ryan S. Davis about 17 hours ago
I hope Cyan is at least planning for the additional world, just in case. Maybe
the renewed interest in the company will result in more games being sold,
etc. and they will raise the required capital through normal business
operations in the next few months.

891.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
i am out can not post maths
just a few:
we are trending towards 1.350.000!!!!!!!! (and kickspy start to agree with me)
the lower i found when USA was asleep was 12580000$ but i think when we
we are close 1300K will be safe......Now time for Real Maths
all this numbers are without the very final push many of us will do ( i will
double)!!!!!!
emails
ADD ONS are only 50.000$ 4,6% only ( 2 things are happening: one many
wait to increase at the end like me- or many many people dont know how to
take an add-on SPREAD THE WORD!!!!!!)
new salary at 15 Nov
Paypal so far
AND.................................................................sit tight now fasten your

seatbelts we will go be launched !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
We will have 24000 backers!!!!!!!!!!
And if 15.000$ update their pledge by 10-50$ ( second box- next tier etc) the
maths will be
150.000$-750.000$ + 1.350.000$ = 1.500.000$ - 2.100.000$ not to mention
ADD ONs!!! which should be clarified again by CYAN
Photos of Graphics from my excel later on ..sorry
We are going up fast very fast, welcome to CYAN
community!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

892.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 17 hours ago
http://www.kickstarter.com/help/stats is aggregate of all kickstarter facts they
release publically remember they make ~5% of all their successfully collected
funds. Not bad for a team that only lists 43 employees.
Hmm, wish I could do more granular addons, large poster without the shirt.
But man, we're gonna end this week spectacularly.

893.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Caroline: you did the right thing

894.

Caroline Van Borm about 17 hours ago
Just upped my pledge again...now I'm totally maxed out :P Unless some
miracle happens, I don't think we'll make the second stretch goal this time
around, but...perhaps later on :) Every little bit helps!

895.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Yes, unopened might be worth alot more than opened

896.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@ Lisa: yes, it seems we won't make 1.7 million, but maybe we can after KS
is over using Paypal

897.

Floyd Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Wayne why would I open it? I'll sell it to you!!!!!!!!!!!!!! "Ho I forgot you'll get
one to.

898.

Lisa C about 17 hours ago
@Cerity - 130% average? That's not bad at all. That would mean (if average)
this project will finish with 1.43M... *sniffle* I want my bonus world!!!

899.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Floyd: The box should be kinda rare, some people may never even open it

900.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 17 hours ago
@Lisa but that's from the backers perspective. It's been called several things,
hockey stick, s curve, etc.
The "lull" in the middle appears from anywhere between the first two days to
the last three. Most campaigns see huge gains in the "last 48" hours after the
reminder emails go out. That's if you STARRED a project. You can view your
stars at http://kickstarter.com/profile/starred

Also if you have a starred project and HAVE NOT backed it, kickstarter
emails you a reminder with vital stats, # of backers, amount raised, % to goal.
Most 80% projects by the reminders fund. Kickstarter averages all successful
projects fund @ ~130%

901.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
You are the man, Brother, Great

902.

Michael R. about 17 hours ago
For those who wants to know how long we have to wait:
http://www.webcountdown.de/… ;-)

903.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 17 hours ago
I shouldn't be hanging, but had to try to stay long enough to see the 20,000
backers number passed.
Nice!!
@Horatio: Feeling better? Things are on the others side of the expected
cooling that occurs when campaigns pass the primary goal. Should just keep
heating up again from here. Is nice to see that this groups very hard work has
got the engine relighted. Hoping even more that the pledges that are ticking
up also represent a goodly number of FIGS folks who are saying to
themselves, "hey, we back this, we could have this in French, Italian,
German, and Spanish and not just English. Let's get on the rocket!"
Now, really can't be hanging. You all rock!

904.

Floyd Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@ Wayne I just signed up for the $75.00

905.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 17 hours ago
Thanks to thankyoucyan.com I have a new, old 3rd person HR camera of
Myst again.
Bought the game three times, release on DVD, collectors pack. Never got to
Uru :/ hmmmm can play myst and riven on tablets these days.

906.

Inga Schut about 17 hours ago
@wayne we've waited untill now we can do another two years I guess... Just
imagine how great it will be when all that waiting will finally be over

907.

Lisa C about 17 hours ago
@Michael M. D. - it really doesn't matter how long a project goes for, if
anything, longer projects have a higher likelyhood of failing because attention
spans wane or the sense of urgency isn't there. Kickstarter posted a great
blog article about why they shortened the max length of projects:
http://www.kickstarter.com/blog/shortening-the-maximum-project-length

908.

Griffin about 17 hours ago
New guys! Welcome and we love you! Go check out www.thankyoucyan.com
if you want to know why we love Cyan games or you have a good story to
share! Besides thanking Cyan, we hope the site can help publicize
Obduction.

909.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
sneak peak and we are over 20000 backers welcome friends!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

910.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Two Years from now, could be though

911.

Sumatria about 17 hours ago
@neo a typo or someone did not do their homework very well

912.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Neo, sorry Linux not supported just ye by UE4

913.

realXCV about 17 hours ago
1350...

914.

Clark about 17 hours ago
Thought I'd throw my hat into the ring and get this thing up over 20k!

915.

Neo about 17 hours ago
> Obduction is expected to be released in October 2015 for PC, Mac OS and
Linux.
http://www.strategyinformer.com/news/25992/myst-creator-cyans-new-firstperson-adventure-obduction-makes-11m-kickstarter-goal
Linux?! :D

916.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 17 hours ago
Best part only half the pledgees want JUST the game.
Cyan still alive and kicking. Maybe like the Old Sierra Online we remember
fondly, UE4 got nothing on SCUMM

917.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Ryan from Cyan: there you are, you have that goal

918.

Rachel Laughman about 17 hours ago
now for the 180 mark.

919.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
I'm singing again

920.

Robe Stout about 17 hours ago
/clap /clap

921.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 17 hours ago
Wait, no D'ni . . . I thought I just stepped back in time ;)
hi all, 20K and strong

922.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 17 hours ago
Party 20,000 + 3 !!!!!!!! Nice One! nothing then 3 at once

923.

Denis Comtesse about 17 hours ago
-3... ;-)

924.

Michael Ozark about 17 hours ago
You there! No, not you... that man beside you, in the green hat. Yes. Yes, you
sir! Please step up to the right side of the stage to receive your
commemorative 20,000th backer tee shirt!

925.

Michael Winter about 17 hours ago
20K backers and beyond!

926.

Michael Schulz about 17 hours ago
Wohoooo

927.

Inga Schut about 17 hours ago
*does happy dance*

928.

J.B. Lewis about 17 hours ago
Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!

929.

Tako Shak (KT) about 17 hours ago
We just skipped over 20000 completely!

930.

Asavarserkul about 17 hours ago
20000 OBDUCTEES :D

931.

Robe Stout about 17 hours ago
w00t!

932.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
**************************
** 20,000 BACKERS **
**************************

933.

realXCV about 17 hours ago
20000!
20000!
20000!
20000!
20000!

934.

Lisa C about 17 hours ago
Bam! 20K+

935.

Rachel Laughman about 17 hours ago
@ lisa Haha!

936.

Ryan S. Davis about 17 hours ago
The D'ni count in base 25. Obduction doesn't have any D'ni :)

937.

Andy Schultz about 17 hours ago
20,000!

938.

Michael Arnovitz about 17 hours ago
@Michael: No you can't extend it.

939.

Rachel Laughman about 17 hours ago
1 individual!

940.

Lisa C about 17 hours ago
*sings* Tonight we're gonna party like it's 19,999...

941.

tobr about 17 hours ago
20000 is only special because it's base 10. I thought we all counted base 25?

942.

Michael David Martin about 17 hours ago
I don't know how Kickstarter works. Is it possible to extend the time period?
Though I guess if it was possible they would have done it.

943.

Robe Stout about 17 hours ago
hehe

944.

Lisa C about 17 hours ago
2

945.

Michael Schulz about 17 hours ago
3

946.

Lisa C about 17 hours ago
4...

947.

Rachel Laughman about 17 hours ago
5 more individuals!

948.

Floyd Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
only 5 more

949.

Lisa C about 17 hours ago
5 to go...

950.

Floyd Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
you put my best pic.

951.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
@Gary: Welcome, and spread the word as quickly and far as you can! Less
than 2 days left!

952.

Michael Arnovitz about 17 hours ago
@David: OR doesn't always cause motion sickness. It depends on the
person. And even when it does it's usually because of the fast movement
gameplay typically found in shooters. I really don't see that situation causing
a problem for Obduction. And in any case, all of the parties involved in the
developed of OR know about this and are working very hard to mitigate this
situation. If that is still a problem in 2 years when Obduction comes out I'll be
very surprised.

953.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Thanks, Horatio

954.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Love that Picture, you Hippie

955.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
Welcome @Wayne's brother @Floyd!

956.

Gary C. backed Obduction about 17 hours ago
OK I'm in for a buck. And if money wasn't tight right now, I would be in for ALL
THE MONEY. Huge fan of the Myst series, I own them all but am still working
my way through them. Uru is up next. Seriously cannot wait for the release of
this game. Just spreading the word and wanted to be part of that 20,000.
Good luck guys(though I know you don't need it)!

957.

Frank den Blaauwen about 17 hours ago
Maybe we should buy @Horatio an exercise machine when this KS has
ended. New Kickstarter? :-)
Buying him lunch does not seem the right thing to do.

958.

Floyd Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Just wonted say Hi to all! first time on here!

959.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@ Floyd, welcome Brother : ))

960.

Inga Schut about 17 hours ago
I can't because stuff needs to be turned and put on the stove and such... but I
will just keep running from the kitchen to my pc I guess :p

961.

Floyd Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Wayne- glad to be here!

962.

Michael Schulz about 17 hours ago
@cyan Will there be a german voiceover when the 1,300,000 is reached? Or
will it be only subtitled? Please answer. :)

963.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
@Inga: Just hang on a few more minutes...

964.

Inga Schut about 17 hours ago
welcome new pledgers... I hope I get to see 20,000 but probably will be
cooking again :( And will have a friend over too so no obduction obsessing for
me today. Anyway still going strong I see. Keep up the good work!

965.

realXCV about 17 hours ago
10 more

966.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10 more backers to go
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

967.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
Back from lunch. @Carol, I was unable to get steak, but did get spicy
sausage in a breakfast burrito. So I'm good. *urp*
Glad to be back for the rollover to 20,000 backers soon.

968.

Michael Schulz about 17 hours ago
16 to go!!!

969.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 17 hours ago
Avatar stole a lot of things from a lot of places.

970.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Myst and Riven have influenced many in the world

971.

ChocStar about 17 hours ago
I'm gonna stick my neck and say I thought whilst watching the film Avatar that
they'd copied a lot from the Myst games, all those botanical visuals and even
the sound of Sunner from Riven! etc. Another botanical game I enjoyed was
Botanicula :)

972.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
good David

973.

Mac_Fife about 17 hours ago
@David - OR is not compulsory ;)

974.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Hi Rachel

975.

David Glass about 17 hours ago
Just upped my pledge - not sure how I'd react to OR (will I get motion
sick??), but I want that extra world!!

976.

Rachel Laughman about 17 hours ago
We're so close to 20,000 backers!

977.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!
!i! 20 more !i!
!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!

978.

Michael Schulz about 17 hours ago
Gimme the BOX, but please in a german version. So come on guys back this
project! :)
It's the first kickstarter project for me. I just loved all Myst games and i'am so
excited about obduction. Let it happen. :)

979.

Mark Scheiffley about 17 hours ago
@Denis. Thanks for backing. Make sure you pay off that credit card before
the interest charges kick in!

980.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
30 more and then...wait......wait.....yes 20,000 backers

981.

Shusaku Hinoki about 18 hours ago
@Wayne@Carol Thanks! Good to be here.

982.

Denis Comtesse about 18 hours ago
Thanks everyone!
@NomadMolly: Credit Cards are not very common in Germany, to this day I
never needed one. I just wish I could spend a little more. I'd love to see that
second stretch goal fall...

983.

Mac_Fife about 18 hours ago
@Carol - You better asking for help with Uru on the Mystonline forums http://mystonline.com/forums/index.php but please note that the ID code you
get for account creation and the one you use for a password reset aren't the
same.

984.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago
@ Jenny thank you.

985.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
@Carol: maybe the server is slow updating

986.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago
Ok Wayne thank you.

987.

Jenny Sue Hane about 18 hours ago
@Carol my mom had the same experience when she started Uru a few days
ago. I told her to just continue without entering the number, and it worked.

988.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
@Carol: sorry, it should work, try again later maybe

989.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago
Ok I have uru downloaded, reset my password deleted my old account, got
reset password but the site won't accept the number they sent me, any ideas
what I am doing wrong please.?

990.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
@Denis Welcome @Shusaku, welcome

991.

Griffin about 18 hours ago
Welcome new backers! Just in time for the last-days party. While John is
sleeping off his anesthesia, I am reminding new backers to check out his
website www.thankyoucyan.com and read stories of people inspired by
Cyan's work, maybe even leave your own! (like getting a credit card solely to
back the game, hint hint!) Besides thanking Cyan we hope the publicity will
help the campaign.

992.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago
@ Denis @ Shusaku, welcome to you and all our backers, we are so happy
to have you in the family.

993.

Evan Smith about 18 hours ago
So close to 20,000 backers

994.

Shusaku Hinoki about 18 hours ago
Woohoo just backed it! I'm really excited to find out who will be composing
the music for this game. As a long time MYST series player, I personally
hope it's Tim Larkin.

995.

Shawn Murphy about 18 hours ago
Welcome Denis, and thank you! Glad to have you onboard!

996.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
wow no credit card...go you!

997.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
Hi Denis, glad to meet you

998.

Denis Comtesse about 18 hours ago
Another new backer here. I wanted to pledge much earlier, but I had no credit
card. So I got a credit card just for this campaign, and will probably never use
it again. Unless Cyan does another kickstarter in 2016 ;-)

999.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
Ok, I am leaving to teach again. Have 20,000 backers and 1,185,000 when I
get back.

1000.

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 18 hours ago
Rift it... Rift it good - Devo

1001.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Yes, Christina, 50 to go ...... : )

1002.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 18 hours ago
Nice Mac!

1003.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 18 hours ago
We're sooooo close to 20k backers! Yay, and welcome! :D

1004.

Mac_Fife about 18 hours ago
Rather belatedly, I just got round to posting a blog on my website for
Obduction (slap me silly for not thinking to do it much earlier) http://www.mac-fife.me.uk/uru-blogs/19-obduction

1005.

FR3D about 18 hours ago
rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift
it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...rift it ...

1006.

Diana about 18 hours ago
EFIGS at the 1. 3 'Mio!

1007.

Florentin Burgeat about 18 hours ago
Everybody should tweet with the Hashtag Obduction to make it to the top
topics and put the link of the kickstarter in your tweets.

1008.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 18 hours ago
Or stone hammers!

1009.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
Cyan....oculus Rift.....new worlds... how great is that!

1010.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 18 hours ago
Yep, no poison blowdarts in here :)

1011.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 18 hours ago
Yep, no poison blowdarts in here :)

1012.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
come on in new backers, the natives are really friendly and it is warm and
cozy in here.

1013.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 18 hours ago
Rewards are give via paypal according to the info on the paypal page
according to the tier you qualify for. However since paypal charges you right
away, increasing your pledge would not be possible so adding more would
come through as a separate pledge. I wonder if Cyan will be able to come up
with a way to add to your Paypal to increase the tier you qualify for. Good
question to ask them I think

1014.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago
@ Paul, absolutely, I am still playing the original discs, have changed my PC
and OS several times but there is always a way to get it moving again. I am
just now re-installing MOUL.

1015.

Jenny Sue Hane about 18 hours ago
@Geoff thank you for both the ad campaign and the careful documentation!

1016.

Bruce Osborne about 18 hours ago
that was a L O N G time ago!!

1017.

Bruce Osborne about 18 hours ago
I think that amount was mentioned in the Reddit AMA

1018.

LINDA WOLLETT about 18 hours ago
@Bruce - re Paypal - thx for that info. The suspense about the Paypal
amount has been killing me!

1019.

Mark Scheiffley about 18 hours ago
@andrea. No pledge change after KS ends, but you can give more through
Paypal for probably a month. No rewards available through Paypal donation.

1020.

Bruce Osborne about 18 hours ago
When Ks is finished, your pledge is locked in & billed by Amazon, usually
within minutes.

1021.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 18 hours ago
@Carol: I know, just look at uru. When it was cancelled by Ubi, they could
have called it quits. But they have brought it back time and again because
the fans love it so much.

1022.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago
@ Michael, mmm you just gave me a good idea to improve my Spanish,
thanks.

1023.

Nicky Godwin about 18 hours ago
As much as I'd love to stay and read through everything that's been posted
overnight, work beckons...*sigh*...7:30am here in NZ. Hope to see the total
up to 1.3 when I finish this afternoon :)

1024.

Owen Carson about 18 hours ago
@andrea not through kickstarter, but you can pledge additionally with paypal
when the kickstarter is done

1025.

RAWA's mama about 18 hours ago
@Wayne Schnitzer - Getting cramps in my fingers because they have been
crossed soooooo long. But it's worth it :)

1026.

LINDA WOLLETT about 18 hours ago
@J.B. Lewis - thanks for the You Tube link. I subscribed to your channel and
will check out your LPs tonight - always looking for good LP-ers. I saw your
comment to Shady Paradox on his "flight through Myst" video.

1027.

Bruce Osborne about 18 hours ago
Paypal was 7K a week ago.

1028.

Andrea Annecchino about 18 hours ago
A question (another :) ) , when kickstarter is finished will be possible to raise
the pledge? And the raise will include the rewards or will be considered "only"
as a donation ?

1029.

Michael R. about 18 hours ago
@Diana, keep in mind, that there's some money already in the PayPal piggy
bank which will also be used. Unfortunately no one but the Cyan folks know
what's in there. Not sure I remember someone said something 'bout $70k but
that was over a week ago.
And by the way play games in English also improve the language skills.
That's also why I started to play games in English.

1030.

Lisa C about 18 hours ago
<80 backers to go for 20K backers!

1031.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago
Anyone sitting on the fence about backing, Cyan deliver and follow up on
promises.

1032.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
@RAWA's mama: it's starting to move better now, keep those fingers crossed

1033.

RAWA's mama about 18 hours ago
I have been keeping track of the totals each day from 10PM one day to 10PM
(PST) the next day and we have done about $28,000 since 10pm last night !!!
Sure that's not the huge increase we saw yesterday, but the day is not over
yet!!

1034.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
@Nicky, Indeed Rhem is no Myst. No story at all, but for the puzzler folks it is
pure heaven.

1035.

Nicky Godwin about 18 hours ago
I've noticed the Rhem series mentioned a few times...good games, certainly
no Myst, but throught provoking and entertaining. Others I also enjoyed were
Realms of Illusion (aka The Sentinal) and both Aura games...have played
way to many to list here, some great and some really terrible ones too!

May just replay some of the great ones until Obduction is ready :)

1036.

Michael Ozark about 18 hours ago
$2K in 30 minutes

1037.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Roman, you are the man, thanks and you look good in that tee shirt already

1038.

Geoff Lingham about 18 hours ago
@Lorna I added another item in your PR ideas document giving a Google
Drive link to some notes about my Facebook and Google Adwords
campaigns for Obduction - the settings used and the actual results.
My ad campaign notes can be downloaded from Google Drive at
https://docs.google.com/folderview…
With only 2 days to go I thought I would share the info again on how to run a
Google Adwords PPC ad campaign which seems to be more effective than a
Facebook PPC ad campaign.
Overall results using various many different keywords, different ads and
different bid pricing strategies, over 12 days at budget of $10 per day:
Clicks: 326 Impressions: 68,069 CTR: 0.48% Average CPC: $0.36 Total Cost:
$118.89
A sub-set of the above results for the best performing keywords (high CTR at
low CPC):
Keywords: "3d game"
Clicks: 53 Impressions: 1,772 CTR: 2.99% Average CPC: $0.23 Total Cost:
$12.26
For a $10 budget per day, using the Google Adwords Search Network, a PPC
bid strategy can reach a large number
of Google search users (approx 3K) giving approx 40 clicks at a low cost of
only approx $0.25 CPC.
Using PPC gives the fastest click-through results at the lowest cost-per-click

and can be scaled up quickly and effectively.
Google Adwords, with the above optimized settings achieving approx $0.25
CPC, can be significantly cheaper than a PPC campaign on Facebook.
"3D game" is one of the best performing Google search keywords, giving a
great click-through rate when Google users see an ad for "Cyan's new 3D
world game".
So there is a lot of interest in 3D games and this means the Oculus Rift
option is very important to tap into the potential huge 3D Virtual Reality
market for new games.
Let's get that Oculus Rift goal and make Obduction another ground-breaking
success!
I can't wait to play the game with a VR headset :)
4:30 AM here on the Gold Coast, Australia so hitting the sack now .....

1039.

Roman Makar about 18 hours ago
Night-tripper here. I was sitting in my relto thinking how good the box set
would look on my relto shelf. Then I went into the closet and all I had was a
Riven T shirt. whats missing hmmmm. So i went and got the Obduction Tshirt way cool.

1040.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 18 hours ago
Hello ALL. I am just making a hit and run, to take a peak at what's happening.
Hmmm. Still a bit of a chill in the air. Yet, I think definite signs of warming.
Anticipating, a high exceeding 1200,000 by end of today and over 1300000,
tomorrow. Hopeful that the good FIGS weather will come through.
Have a 4 Happy day with the sunny side up! later! :)

1041.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
I think we are doing very good today

1042.

Michael Ozark about 18 hours ago
And a warm welcome to backer number 19900

1043.

Lisa C about 18 hours ago
Only 93 more backers to 20K :)

1044.

Ryan S. Davis about 18 hours ago
I've updated the file of ideas a bit. I think it's getting unwieldy and when the
Kickstarter is over it should probably be revised from the ground up and
refocused on the PayPal options and take out anything specific to Kickstarter.

1045.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
@J.B.: ok, I will give them a view, thanks

1046.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago
@ J.B. Thank you for that.

1047.

Tai'lahr about 18 hours ago
Horatio doesn't ask for much; that's what I like about him. ; )

1048.

J.B. Lewis about 19 hours ago
I'm not usually one for self-promotion, but for anyone who's curious about
RHEM or just loves the RHEM series, I started a Let's Play of the first game
on my YouTube channel and plan to do the others as well:
http://www.youtube.com/playlist…
It's no Myst or Riven, but it's definitely high on puzzles and spatial logic. I've
also played through Riven as well, if anyone's interested. I'm planning to do
the three other RHEM games too...at least so I can have something to keep
me busy until Obduction is released! :-)

1049.

Lisa C about 19 hours ago
Thanks Cathy. Another thing that would have helped - if they broke up their
stretch goals into smaller steps. I.e. EFIGS - 1.2M, Oculus Rift - 1.35M, Road
Trip Mode 1.5M, New World 1.7M... it would be a much easier elephant to
swallow.

1050.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 19 hours ago
@ Horatio, go enjoy your steak :)

1051.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
just got back to take a look at what going on, We just have 100 more to go
and we make the 20,000 backers

1052.

Diana about 19 hours ago
EFIGS, come on! That's our time :)

1053.

Mark Scheiffley about 19 hours ago
Well, we've made about $75k since we met the base goal (I love that I'm
writing in "we"s), so another $75k by the same time Friday is definitely
doable. I'm afraid the another $400K by 6AM PST would be wishful thinking.

1054.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
@Tai, what you said!

1055.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
/me hands the west coast reminder people a nice cup of streaming hot coffee

1056.

Horatio about 19 hours ago
Okie dokie, off to lunch. Do me a favor and hit the first stretch while I'm out,
K? Thaaaaaaaaanks.

1057.

Tai'lahr about 19 hours ago
No reason to despair now. You never know what can happen. Some didn't
believe we'd even make the base goal, but we did. And, who could have
guessed that Neil Patrick Harris would tweet about it and cause such rush of
pledges? You just never know. : )

1058.

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 19 hours ago
@Lisa C. Yes, I think a few more tiers could really help with that last minute
push!

1059.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 19 hours ago
@Diana I just played RHEM 1-3 in rapid succession a couple of months
ago :) Loved the logical puzzle design--I hope folks at Cyan played them and
took notes (but of course I wished there was more story in the RHEM games,
which I know Cyan will deliver!)

1060.

Lisa C about 19 hours ago
It's still morning on the west coast. Give the reminder e-mail people time to
wake up. $1000 in ten minutes is nothing to sneeze at.

1061.

Adam Cather about 19 hours ago
I wish we could get the other world however i doubt it. :( Everyone kept
talking about how amazing the last 2 days are but today has been pretty slow
:/

1062.

Diana about 19 hours ago
YAEY guys, RHEM is a really mindpuzzeling game! Should I show you my
lots of notices?

1063.

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 19 hours ago
Hey guys! Nice increase since I last checked! Well on our way to the first
stretch goal!. But I really want the RoadTrip goal!

1064.

Alwin Peters about 19 hours ago
drop the rift, I want hub+4

1065.

Lisa C about 19 hours ago
I'm getting about the same numbers, Jim. Actually, I'm surprised Cyan hasn't
opened a few more slots/tiers at the higher levels given their popularity.

1066.

Jim Higgitt about 19 hours ago
We are still making ~$3.5k per hour and we have well over 100 new backers
every hour at the moment.
Still seems pretty healthy to me (although I did see out the middle lull, so
maybe that's what I'm comparing to).
Just need those higher tiers to fill out a bit and we are in business!

1067.

Owen Carson about 19 hours ago
You can also update the page any time after the kickstarter is done

1068.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
@Jenny, good for you. The only time I have been able to do that is when I'm
either in the classroom or long meetings.

1069.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
@ChocStar, I have developed a very elaborate mapping and note taking
system for playing Rhem. I couldn't play it without it.

1070.

J. Johns aka "Marten" about 19 hours ago
Hoping Cyan knows to update the page just before the Kickstarter closes, so
that it will be clear to latecomers that where to go to continue pledges for the
stretch goals.

1071.

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago
Ok, adding my Christmas idea to the file now!

1072.

Jenny Sue Hane about 19 hours ago
I managed to work steadily for 1.5 hours without checking this Kickstarter,
and I currently have a long script running so I am not wasting time. Perhaps I
will be able to leave work on time today -- or work extra hours so I am ready
to PARTY on Friday. *sigh of relief*

1073.

Horatio about 19 hours ago
@Jason: How are we on pace to exceed yesterday? You're using the
Kicktraq numbers, I assume, and they show us at $31,000 and 625 backers
in 14 hours. Are you saying we're going to get $75,000 and 1,400 backers in
10 hours?
I would love to see that happen. Is it realistic?

1074.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 19 hours ago
@ Ryan good idea! I have an Amazon "wish list" our family uses those to
give each other ideas, I will add the Paypal idea to that (already had it as an
amazon option)

1075.

Lorna Hartman about 19 hours ago
Must hie me off to do actual work, but there is time for a new updated link
post for adding ideas:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

1076.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
hehe I hear you Andrew

1077.

ChocStar about 19 hours ago
@Diana/Molly: Rhem is so difficult (not played 1 and 2 though). Didn't need
any hints for Myst. Happy Days.

1078.

Andrew Polino about 19 hours ago
Just upped my pledge to the Double-Disc tier. I now officially have more
Obduction swag to my name than I know what to do with!

1079.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
*their not there...dang my hand types whatever it wants

1080.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
doesn't work for me because I am the weathly (compared to my sibs) one, so
I do the giving, but I have already pre-purchased there 2015 presents...hahah

1081.

Jason Andersen about 19 hours ago
105k yesterday, nearly 2000 new backers. This wasn't a curve, it was a
spike! I'm blown away. We are on pace to match/exceed that.
Maybe I should stop watching this KS, it tends to better when I look away. ;)

1082.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
@Ryan, great idea

1083.

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago
Hey, here's an idea for everyone. Maybe could be added to the big file next
time it's posted.
We know Paypal will be open for a while after this ends. Christmas is coming,
and I've got family asking what I want. I don't actually need more stuff--I have
too much clutter in my house as it is. So instead, I might just ask people to
contribute to Obduction via PayPal as their Christmas present to me! That
way my house doesn't fill up with stuff, and I can help Cyan get closer to that
additional world. So if you have too much "stuff" already, ask for Obduction
donations as a Christmas present!

1084.

Jack Breeding about 19 hours ago
I want that stretch goal. More content! The more the merrier!

1085.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
@Russell, I think that is the most realistic approach

1086.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
We all got a bit spoiled with the NPH surge. At one point we were making
$1,000 every 2 minutes. That was intense.

1087.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
My view is first stretch goal in KS, the second in the paypal "month"
afterwards.

1088.

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 about 19 hours ago
I'd say we're unlikely to pull much more than 90k on this Kicktraq day, unless
we see a spectacular surge.

1089.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
Thank you new backers!

1090.

Nila Mu'Hari about 19 hours ago
@Horatio: no, other DD! Total mad to tweet there, though. :)

1091.

Nila Mu'Hari about 19 hours ago
Ages are D'ni written, worlds are just there... ;)

1092.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
@Jack, yes it is much slower than yesterday or the evening when Neil
Patrick Harris tweeted is 7 million followers. But better than it was mid
campaign, so I am fairly sure stretch goal one will be made.

1093.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
welcome new $120 backer!

1094.

Jack Breeding about 19 hours ago
@NomadMolly: Well, compared to yesterday, we've been going very slow
today. Unless we get a huge surge later today when people get home from
work, I can only see the first stretch goal being reached, and only with
PayPal being added in, at that.

1095.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
hahahaha

1096.

Jack Breeding about 19 hours ago
@Dimitrios: I hate to sound like a high school math teacher, but show your

work.

1097.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
You too can be Obducted!

1098.

Lorna Hartman about 19 hours ago
Ah, @Dimitrios is up--hi man! Thanks for the numbers. Your new exclamation
point key works perfectly!

1099.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
welcome new backers!

1100.

Dimitrios about 19 hours ago
Coming more Maths ..... YES WE CAN MAKE 1.700.000$++++++++
CYAN must prepare new Stretch Goal......
We are going fast very fast!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11

1101.

John F Patterson about 19 hours ago
@NomadMolly: On Rhem games

1102.

John F Patterson about 19 hours ago
@NomadMolly: Same!

1103.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
ok let's break the 20K backer mark

1104.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
@Diana..I adore the RHEM games!

1105.

Jim Higgitt about 19 hours ago
And there it is.

1106.

Jim Higgitt about 19 hours ago
Gah, I was trying to time my post better than that! Oh well. We'll be there
soon enough.

1107.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
@Wayne, comments never close.

1108.

Jim Higgitt about 19 hours ago
Woot, we're at 1,170,000!
Remember when each 10,000 was a massive deal? They are just flying by
now, we're so spoiled! ;)

1109.

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago
great work people, maybe I should go teach another course!

1110.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 19 hours ago
Over 1/3 of the way towards that Rift goal!

1111.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
I have some chores, so see you all later

1112.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
Thanks Ainia

1113.

Bruce Osborne about 19 hours ago
I assume so.
The other project ended in mid April and the last comment was 3 hours ago.

1114.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
*backed*

1115.

Ainia DaFente about 19 hours ago
Just your daily reminder of this Friday's eleventh hour Obduction
CELEBRATION party down in the D'ni cavern!! :D :D We shall see if we can
bring the server to its knees!!
Please feel welcome to attend, meet other Obductees and Myst explorers,
dance the night away while listening to some great music, and generally
celebrate the final countdown. If we get lucky, a few Cyantists might show up
(at least we can hope!!). WOHBA!!
Details can be viewed in this thread:
http://mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php… Hope to see some new faces
there on Friday! :D
[[ok, gotta head out and act Busy and Important (TM)]]

1116.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
So.....if you back this KS you can still comment, otherwise if you haven't back
it you are not allowed to

1117.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 19 hours ago
In that case I loved it when I came across creatures.

1118.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
@Bruce: that would suit me just fine

1119.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
I think that we will get the first stretch goal, Pretty sure of it

1120.

Bruce Osborne about 19 hours ago
I think kickstarter comments remain open.
I have backed another project that ended months ago and comments are still
open.

1121.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Thanks, I hope so

1122.

Jack Breeding about 20 hours ago
They'll probably want to put the forums up as soon as possible. I guarantee
you they'll read something in the forums that someone wishes was in the
game, and they'll add it. I guarantee it.

1123.

Diana about 20 hours ago
I would be happy with the 1.3 Mio stretch goal. So come on my loving
European EFIGS! We could have our localization!

1124.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Alahmnat, you are faster than me.

1125.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
I mean, thinking that this comment thing will end with the KS ending

1126.

Jack Breeding about 20 hours ago
@Alahmnat: I would guess within the first few weeks after the Kickstarter
ends.

1127.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
I think someone was going to let us know Wayne, I hope so anyway, kinda
having trouble keeping up.

1128.

Alahmnat about 20 hours ago
@Wayne: The backer forum will open some time after the Kickstarter ends. I
don't think they've given an exact date yet though.

1129.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
BTW, anyone know when the backers forum will begin?

1130.

Jack Breeding about 20 hours ago
@Wayne: We know what Cyan's capable of, so now we're just going through
our wish lists.

1131.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
see, already we are starting to play the game

1132.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
/me takes a bow. ......haha

1133.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Wayne, clever boy, I hadn't spotted that one.

1134.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Debra and it never gets old for me, my daughter seems to run around for
weeks on end in her games, makes me dizzy.

1135.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Also, The fact that they are calling them worlds, instead of Ages, means
something too

1136.

Jack Breeding about 20 hours ago
@Tako Shak: Absolutely. Edanna from Myst III I think did a good job of that.
The puzzles felt like they weren't out of place, like they belonged in the world
naturally.

1137.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@Jack: yes, I think that the remark was made that the seeds would scatter,
so many worlds with the game

1138.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Jack I like your line of thinking there.

1139.

Debra Johnson about 20 hours ago
@Carol - Yes, the experience of simply existing in the wonder of another
place far outlasts the puzzles

1140.

Diana about 20 hours ago
RHEM 1-4 .... really great games! Have played them all :)

1141.

Tako Shak (KT) about 20 hours ago
I don't want random puzzles that mean nothing to the world in general
though. They have to be well integrated.

1142.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Debra, agree totally but still large enough to lose myself in when needed,
beauty is my compulsion after puzzles of course.

1143.

Jack Breeding about 20 hours ago
Wouldn't it be cool if all the worlds were on different planets/moon? That
would allow for a lot more diversity in the worlds.

1144.

Cheyenne Kelly about 20 hours ago
something to be said for the breathtaking factor of large worlds, though. Was
a big part of the experience of Riven for me. :)

1145.

Debra Johnson about 20 hours ago
@Jack - I agree - more puzzles is better than bigger worlds

1146.

J.B. Lewis about 20 hours ago
If you want to go for cramming in as many puzzles as possible into ONE
world, play RHEM 2: The Cave. Most games don't stretch my note-taking
abilities, but that one really did.

1147.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
I'm getting the Box, HeHe, couldn't help myself

1148.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
268 new backers and 13000 in the last 2h 53min!!! Make the maths!!!!!!!!!!!!!
heading towards 2572/24h NEW Backers 24h before end!!!!
heading towards 124800$ /24h also before the final 24h
That means that the trending now is : 1.292.000$ 24 h before the end..!!!
And if we make hypothesis that last 24h will be the same then:
1292000+124800$=1.417.600$ TOTAL

Now have in mind :
1) last minute backers (email etc.)
2) new salary at 15 Nov
3) BIG GUNS
4) a last clever surprise from CYAN
5) USA wake up just started (a couple hour ago)
6) Our UP at our pledges ( i will double in the next 2 days for example)
Then we heading towards........................................................NEXT
GALAXY!!!!!!!!!!
ehmmm .. NEXT STRETCH GOAL WAY OVER 1.700.000$!!!!!

1149.

Jack Breeding about 20 hours ago
@Wayne: I agree. I think it'll be interesting to see Cyan try to find the perfect
balance for world size. It can't be too big or too small. I also wanna see the
sheer amount of puzzles they can cram in.

1150.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
200 backers to go for 20,000

1151.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
I can just picture trying to find something in a big world, could get exhausting,
running all over the place

1152.

Alahmnat about 20 hours ago
Two $5K hours in a row now, keep it up!

1153.

Diana about 20 hours ago
I loved the topography puzzle!

1154.

Jack Breeding about 20 hours ago
And here's another question. Will the worlds be more akin to Myst or Riven?
Will each world be separate? Or will all the worlds have major puzzles linking
them together, like the fire marble puzzle in Riven?

1155.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Hi Tako, .... ;-)

1156.

Jack Breeding about 20 hours ago
@Wayne: Yeah, he said something about Ages in Myst getting too big. So I
can understand shrinking them. But I still wish they were bigger. I wish this
game turns out to be massive. Just more bang for my buck, you know?

1157.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
It's hard to get good detail into a large world (Age), so it's gotta be smaller or
at least not huge

1158.

Tako Shak (KT) about 20 hours ago
As long as they don't have the topography puzzle again. That's the only one
in Riven I never solved.

1159.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
@Nila: DD = Daredevil?

1160.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
On the Google Hangout, Rand mentioned they would be simular to Riven
and Myst, I think that what he said

1161.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@Dana: I think you can take credit anyway. .......... ;-)

1162.

Jack Breeding about 20 hours ago
Hey, does anyone have any idea how big these worlds are going to be? Any
guesses?

1163.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@Dana: i think he got alot of tweets from people, he finally caved

1164.

Nila Mu'Hari about 20 hours ago
Tweeted DD! :D

1165.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 20 hours ago
Well, I did Tweet NPH in October, IF it was my tweet that alerted him, (yeah. .
.I'd love to THINK it was) it took him a while to see it LOL

1166.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
Interesting. Kicktraq seems to be updating every few minutes instead of
hourly. Is this part of their normal 48 hour final coverage?
If so, it's kind of a bummer because I can't get my hourly fix on data changes.
:(

1167.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@ Dana: hope it works.

1168.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
Thank you, Dana!

1169.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 20 hours ago
I just tweeted George Takai (good suggestion Joan) also added Howie
Mandel who is a Twitter maniac LOL and Ellen DeGeneres who is big on
promoting things. . .don't know if they are Myst fans but if they are and they
see it . . . .could be good

1170.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
@Wayne: Yes, if anyone questions this community's work ethic, they need
their head examined. :)

1171.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Well, we will just have to get there then, work hard and maybe it will happen.
of course we always work hard

1172.

Georgios Chrysikopoulos about 20 hours ago
@Horatio: I blame the particles! ;-)

1173.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
Believe me, I *wish* it was 1.5

1174.

Joshua Sauer about 20 hours ago
Yes, sadly the two are bundled at 1.7.

1175.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Ok Horatio, thanks

1176.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
@Wayne: No, sir. I think the 1.5 was an assumption, but when the particles
cleared on the graphic, it was 1.7.

1177.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
Sorry @ Horatio, I am just making sure there is a fat lady to sing just before
the end.

1178.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@Horatio: don't we have a 1.5 goal?

1179.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
@Carol: You're making me hungry!

1180.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
@Wayne: 1.7 is for both Extra World and Roadtrip

1181.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Horatio, had mine with pan fried tomatoes and vegetable rice, now I have
a slab of chocolate cake and a cup of tea.

1182.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
1.5 is xtra world goal, or am I confused?

1183.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@ Mark: I think that 1.7 is for the Roadtrip stretch

1184.

Mark Scheiffley about 20 hours ago
@Wayne. Yea. Definitely hope we get the stretch goals. Personally, I'd rather
see the extra world than oculus rift support, but 1.7 seems pretty hard to get.

1185.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
@Carol: I surely didn't want you to choke on steak! You know, steak sounds
pretty good...maybe I'll have that for lunch today. Hmmm...

1186.

Cat about 20 hours ago
Hello, everyone!
Just checking in--then have to get back to work!

1187.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 20 hours ago
@ Lorna, sorry, I was AFK and didn't see your question glad you found me. . .
LOL yes that description is just. . .well ME! ;)

1188.

Joe Clay about 20 hours ago
I upped my pledge another $5. If everyone would do that, we'd be up another
$100,000. :)

1189.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Hi Cat

1190.

Cat about 20 hours ago
:)

1191.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Horatio, nearly choked on my steak, didn't think anyone would spot that.

1192.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
beam me up

1193.

Joan Zalot about 20 hours ago
Somebody tweet George Takei!! He's got a zillion Facebook (and likely
Twitter) followers. I'm thinking he'd get behind something that involves this
much imagination :)

1194.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
250 backers to go till 20,000, ok 249 . haha

1195.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
@Lorna @Carol: Um, no...it was me. Geez...

1196.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Lorna, no he spotted me, sorry.

1197.

Lorna Hartman about 21 hours ago
When you watched the short celebration video from Cyan ... Well, every time
I see that opening sequence with Rand doing the exaggerated double-take
and saying, "Oh, hello. I didn't see you there" I'm instantly reminded of all the
times at the beginning of each Myst game when I showed up to see Atrus
and he finally spotted me.

1198.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
Awesome!! @Inlander

1199.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 21 hours ago
I really hope we reach the first goal quickly, I can't help but hope there are a
load of none English speakers just hanging on until they know it will be
published in multiple languages. even if that is so we need as much time as
possible to get word out that the localisation goal has been met.

1200.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@Mark S: well we still are working for the stretch goals, but please get some
work done also ....... Haha

1201.

Horatio about 21 hours ago
@Mark: Morning - I hear ya...

1202.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
Think so, too, Griffin!

1203.

Mark Scheiffley about 21 hours ago
Morning all. Maybe now that its funded, I'll get some work done today!

1204.

Griffin about 21 hours ago
@Nila probably just sloppy journalism, I'm sure we'd hear about it first here

1205.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
Strategyinfomer knows about Linux Version?

1206.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Backers climbing very good today, maybe we will see 20,000

1207.

Lorna Hartman about 21 hours ago
LOL--oh there you are. "Fan of all things Myst." That does narrow it down.

1208.

Jason Chau about 21 hours ago
@ Wayne @Lorna: Yes indeed!

1209.

Lorna Hartman about 21 hours ago
Haha Tai'lahr
@Mystdee I'm having a heckuva time searching for you by name. What
category is your pinboard in? That might be easier. (Pinterest is not the most
intuitive interface, can I just say.)

1210.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
Fixed! This is why I need everyone's help on this project. Btw, did anyone
else think "Inception" when Lorna said she'd add a link to my post which
includes a link to her document? ; )

1211.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
lol video for Myst tribute in not made by me lol

1212.

Lorna Hartman about 21 hours ago
Thanks @Jason, awesome!
@Mystdee, I will repin your pin.

1213.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@Jason: wow, that is a great articule

1214.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
Oops, I gave credit to the wrong person. So sorry, Lorna. I must have
grabbed the link to YOUR document from one of Carol's posts. eeeps - I'll fix
that.

1215.

Mark de Haan about 21 hours ago
I agree that the extra world would be more interest inspiring....With so many
new devices for immersion coming out, why go for 1 specific one?

1216.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 21 hours ago
I just posted in Pinterest they don't allow me to use the Link but I outsmarted
them ;) Posted a Picture that included a QR code to the page Those pins go
to everyone ! If anyone wants to repin my Pin to get that in the "popular Pins"
area, I am Dana Brightman there may not help but who knows?

1217.

Jason Chau about 21 hours ago
NPH and his involvement in Obduction is in the news! >
http://www.inlander.com/Bloglander/archives/2013/11/13/how-tv-star-neilpatrick-harris-helped-cyan-fund-their-new-video-game-obduction
And finally an article in Strategy Informer about the campaign >
> http://www.strategyinformer.com/news/25992/myst-creator-cyans-new-firstperson-adventure-obduction-makes-11m-kickstarter-goal

1218.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
Walking... Berlin Sky looks exactly like obduction Sky right now!!! :)

1219.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 21 hours ago
We need less than $3000 an hour to get to 1.3 million. Over $6000 in the last
hour. Oculus Rift, here we come!

1220.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
@ Tai'lahr i know :) the point i was trying to ALERT Cyan that many many ppl
just dont know how and that Cyan has to write instructions on the 25 Update
also for that!

1221.

Lorna Hartman about 21 hours ago
That's awesome @Tai'lahr! I'll add your link to this other list too. Which, by
the way, I went back through some 2K comments and made up originally
myself. :) I totally take credit for that time-consuming labor of true love.
Good morning @Wayne!

1222.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@Tai'lahr: hahahahaha, good one

1223.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
@Wayne: I like my T shirts to be Tai-dyed. ; )

1224.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
Good morning, Lorna. Check out my collection of campaign links at
http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

1225.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@ Tai'lahr: you mean like a tee shirt?

1226.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Morning Lorna

1227.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
Dimitrios: "After the end of the Kickstarter campaign, you’ll receive a survey
where you can confirm which add-on(s) you wanted."

1228.

Lorna Hartman about 21 hours ago
Good morning fellow Obducteds! Let's hit $1.3K today!! Or get a good deal of
the way. Your morning link post of PR and resources we've created:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

1229.

Jenny Sue Hane about 21 hours ago
UPDATE!

1230.

Mark de Haan about 21 hours ago
@Salvo Ludus (JayGee) I know, but there are 46 hours left and it slows down
a bit. So....lets start making it a perfect curve (check Kicktraq for the Daily

summary) and end with something like 200k ;)

1231.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
RAWA's mama goodmorning please tell them to clarify in the update how can
someone ADD an add-on (i know)
But many many people dont know it (and thats a lot of
money)...........................

1232.

Jenny Sue Hane about 21 hours ago
Hi RAWA's mama!

1233.

Leith Bade about 21 hours ago
I sent a tweet to John Carmack and Occulus to see if they will spread the
word about the occulus rift stretch goal!

1234.

Mark de Haan about 21 hours ago
I just reposted everything I found with #Obduction....lets see if anybody
follows....

1235.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
They forgot to mention how to add an add on!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1236.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
Good morning RAWA's mama! :)

1237.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 21 hours ago
Good morning RAWA's mama

1238.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
Good morning, RAWA's mama!

1239.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 21 hours ago
Morning (afternoon) RAWA's mama

1240.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 21 hours ago
@Tai What a great resource. Thanks!
@Mark We've been tweeting here since day 1. As a matter of fact a tweet
from Neil Patrick Harris was what got us over the $1 million mark

1241.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Morning RAWA's mama

1242.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Ok, Tai, will do

1243.

RAWA's mama about 21 hours ago
Good Morning everyone :) What a great job with the pledges over night THANK YOU !! I'm still so excited over yesterday's accomplishment
Obduction is going to be a reality !!!!!!!!!!!!
I must go and get some "chores" done. I have been doing only the bare
minimum lately - ha ha - be back later

1244.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
Thanks Wayne, pass it around, please. : )

1245.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
But, localisation can expand the game's audience.

1246.

C. Fawcett about 21 hours ago
I'd pay for a poster if it was an add-on option.

1247.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@ Tai'lahr: very nice, thanks

1248.

Jason Irving about 21 hours ago
Personally, I think that if you had the Roadtrip and Additional world as the first
stretch goal, you'd have a lot more interest, which are MUCH more
compelling (Although localisation is important, but really should be part of the
main project, and done depending on the market)

1249.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Hello Tai

1250.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
I've been very busy this morning: http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

1251.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Go Jenny

1252.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
Obductah Tai! ;)

1253.

Jenny Sue Hane about 21 hours ago
We are coming up on a base 25 milestone: 3*(25^4) = 1171875. Let's get it!
Putting up a flier by the mailboxes at my apartment complex today. Wish I'd
thought to do that sooner.

1254.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Good idea, Mark

1255.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
Shorah Obductees!

1256.

Kristyn about 21 hours ago
While I'm already at what I can afford to pledge, I just upped my pledge by $1
(as suggested in the latest Update) to contribute to the cause :) Wish I could
do more! Let's hit the stretch goals!

1257.

Mark de Haan about 21 hours ago
How about using the Twitter influence: All backers reading this, tweet to back

Obduction at a specific time or from now for for two hours, asking everyone
they know to retweet. That way it can become a 'trending topic'. Use
#obduction or #KS_Obduction (or both). I think it can have a tremendous
impact. Trending topics get checked out, even by people who don't have
anything with games or others....who knows we can pass the 1.7?

1258.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Morning Dana

1259.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
Mystdee goodmorning USA lol

1260.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
good morning dana!

1261.

Jack Breeding about 21 hours ago
I hope that we get a lot of people pledging once they get back from work.
*fingers crossed*

1262.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 21 hours ago
Oh and GOOD MORNING!! ;)

1263.

Alahmnat about 21 hours ago
@Colton: That method essentially uses the old GameTap Wine/Cider
wrapper as a starting point. I've used it since the game came out in 2007 to
get in, and it works just fine :)

1264.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
everything works fine!

1265.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 21 hours ago
new update about how we can do this!! Let's make em proud y'all!!

1266.

Noah Norton about 21 hours ago
I've Used wineskin, another Wine methods but to be honest they keep my
CPU (and fans) cranked when I run URU/Myst Online. I've actually had better
stability and performance using Windows 8.1 Pro in a VMWare 5 Virtual
Machine. that's all that VM gets used for. I would pay good money for a Mac
OS X native version.

1267.

Colton Gebhart about 21 hours ago
@Nila does the sound work in MOUL using that method?

1268.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
Update 25 is up.

1269.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
can't remember installing 'wine' or anything like this...

1270.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@ Jose, good point

1271.

Jose Cardoso about 21 hours ago
Fair enough. I'm not a big fan of Wine so not for me I'm afraid. Just gives
Windows developers more of an excuse not to bother with native Mac OS X
development.

1272.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
I did this: http://chris-weblog.com/myst-online-uru-live-again-auf-mac-os-xinstallieren/

1273.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@Jose: some people in MOULa use wineskin for Mac OS, so I think it's
works, just not sure if it does with Mac OS X

1274.

Jose Cardoso about 21 hours ago
@Nila Wine?

1275.

Jose Cardoso about 21 hours ago
@Anthony Such a good idea that I've done just that in our kitchen.

1276.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Wow, a farmhouse spaceship......... HaHa

1277.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
@ J.B. Now you mention it, yes it does.:)

1278.

Griffin about 21 hours ago
New backers, hooray! Tell your friends (we've already told everyone we
know, ha ha), and go check out www.thankyoucyan.com to see some great
stories about how Myst etc changed a lot of people's lives! Started by a
backer to help publicize the campaign and say thanks.

1279.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
i'm using moula on a mac right now, without any kind of virtual machine
running in the back...

1280.

J.B. Lewis about 21 hours ago
Just curious: does the farmhouse in the "money shot" remind anyone else of
Carl Fredericksen's house in "Up"? Maybe it's that idea of it being
transported somewhere else...

1281.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@ jose, some use wineskin for Mac OS, can you do that?

1282.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
@Jose: the ONLY big mistake cyan ever did...

1283.

Anthony Johns about 21 hours ago
@NomadMolly - Have you thought of putting up a QR barcode on a large
sheet at the front? Doesn't have any text, so could mean anything. If the
students capture it with their phones/tablets, it can link to the Obduction site.
Then you don't have to actually SAY anything. Students are always curious!!

1284.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@Debra: Good idea

1285.

Jose Cardoso about 21 hours ago
@Noah II'd be on my knees thanking them if they ever did a Mac OS X
native version of Uru/MOUL :D

1286.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@ Matthew: Notsure what is going on with Paypal, but I'm curious too

1287.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
ok: let's burn down this place now! :D

1288.

C. Fawcett about 21 hours ago
@Jose Cardoso; Ah well! Guess it's just me backing for the both of us, then ;)

1289.

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago
hehe

1290.

Debra Johnson about 21 hours ago
@NomadMolly Perhaps a flyer could accidentally fall out of your paperwork
as you enter class. :D

1291.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@Nila: ok, well now we now they have gone out

1292.

Matthew Farmer about 21 hours ago
I've a feeling, around 12-13, things will really pick up- people will get to their
emails, making decisions.
Also, has Ryan or anyone found a way to see what Paypal is up to yet? I'm
really curious.

1293.

Jose Cardoso about 21 hours ago
@C. Fawcett A very good skill set to have whilst looking for work. Can't do
anything for him here from the UK other than wish him the best of luck!

1294.

C. Fawcett about 21 hours ago
Oh, yeah, my reminder kicked in, too.

1295.

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago
Come on in new backers. Cyan...Oculus Rift...new ages.... What could be
more perfect!

1296.

Noah Norton about 21 hours ago
@Nila & @ Jose - I'm betting they are using the Unreal Engine for the new
RealRealMyst. They used RealMyst as a test for the precursor to URU's
engine if I recall correctly, I somehow suspect this may be similar. Now if we
could get URU/Myst Online in Unreal Engine (With native Mac support) that
would be fantastic! :)

1297.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Molly, you are a riot girl

1298.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
back on the reminder: Just got one on my phone through the kickstarter app!

1299.

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago
/me wishes she could tell her large classes of students to back the game. I
can't get fired for very many things, tenure and all, but I CAN get fired for
that.

1300.

Griffin about 21 hours ago
Thanks Ken! Flyers are awesome for reaching people.

1301.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
Welcome all new backers you will never regret this.

1302.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
OK, Ken, you are the man, go backers

1303.

C. Fawcett about 21 hours ago
@Jose Cardoso: 'merica, and frankly any would work, lol. He's stupidly
smart, and learns scary-quickly. :P

1304.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@ J.B. Great this will help

1305.

Ken about 21 hours ago
I posted a bunch of flyers around there

1306.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@ Nila: yes, I'll have one too

1307.

J.B. Lewis about 21 hours ago
I've pulled out all the stops online. My Facebook profile, YouTube channel,
and forum avatars are the seed (along with the farmhouse as my FB cover
photo), I've invited all my artistic / gaming friends to the Facebook event, and
I've used the Obduction signatures provided among the resources here in my
online forum posts.
This is it, everyone. $1.16 million down, $539,774 to go. We can do this.

1308.

Ken about 21 hours ago
Go Astoria

1309.

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago
I have to go teach class now...lets have 1,170,000 by the time I get back

1310.

Nila Mu'Hari about 21 hours ago
i'll have one, too! intercontinental coffee BOOOST now! :)

1311.

Jose Cardoso about 21 hours ago
@C. Fawcett What country and what industry? ;)

1312.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Get your coffee first

1313.

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago
some intensity has started in the last 15 minutes

1314.

Griffin about 21 hours ago
Yeah! 1,160,000 and whooshing right along!

1315.

Horatio about 21 hours ago
Now at work and monitoring...has the intensity begun yet? I also need
coffee...

1316.

Jose Cardoso about 21 hours ago
@Nila Not as yet. My wife is sorting all that out as she works in the travel
industry. I'll come up with some more details and get back to you. :)

1317.

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago
now we are talking!

1318.

C. Fawcett about 22 hours ago
@NomadMolly: Howdy!
@Carol Woodward (Noelani): I've learned to stalk Kickstarter's games
section (between the BONES kickstarters and the Dwarven Forge one, I
have gotten some great tabletop deals. . . ). It just so happened this popped
up yesterday when I was browsing. Too bad Reddit already had it up. All I
can suggest is blasting your social media to spread the word.
@Jose Cardoso; If you can get him a job, I'm sure he'd pledge, too ;)
@Griffin; It's one of the few times I've caught something I know he'd love
before he knew about it. . . .

1319.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
ya, but details usually help, like what kind of music you guys are into etc. ;)
accommodation already booked?

1320.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
Hmm, things are definitely picking up.

1321.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 22 hours ago
@ Michael, Good morning.

1322.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Morning Michael

1323.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
@Nila Anything really. I'll be there with my wife but neither of us speak
German or know Berlin in any great detail.

1324.

Michael Ozark about 22 hours ago
Good Morning, and go Stretchgoals!

1325.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
sure, jose! let me know what you're looking for and i try to help! :)

1326.

Andrea Annecchino about 22 hours ago
@ Wayne Schnitzer - Oh, yeah you are right, so.. keep spread word
everyone :D

1327.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
the caffeine starts to kick in - in the USA! :)

1328.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
@Nila Ooh, I'm in Berlin for Christmas and New Year. Any tips? :)

1329.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
@Nila, Thanks

1330.

Michael Jerome about 22 hours ago
what about neogaf forums?

1331.

Sumatria about 22 hours ago
Hi and welcome Floyd

1332.

Leith Bade about 22 hours ago
wow it seems to be speeding up or am i seeing things?

1333.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 22 hours ago
Hello Floyd, we are waiting for you. x

1334.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
@Andrea: Maybe after the KS is complete, we can still get to 1.7 Million

1335.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
best regards from berlin, floyed!

1336.

Andrea Annecchino about 22 hours ago
To be realistic i dond't think the project will reach 1.700.000 $ stretch goal,
but i would like to see roadtrip mode implemented anyway, despite the lack of
a new level .

1337.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 22 hours ago
@ C. Fawcett, I tried to post to reddit but they said the subject was already
active, I have found and posted to that thread but have now forgotten my
login details, old age problem.

1338.

Griffin about 22 hours ago
Hi Floyd!
@C. Fawcett my spouse already freaked, lol. We played all the games
together till we got stuck with technical difficulties on Myst 5, looking forward
now to trying again! While we wait you know...

1339.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
@C. Fawcett So are you both pledging? ;)

1340.

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago
Hello Floyd

1341.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
@Floyd Hello :)

1342.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 22 hours ago
@ C. Fawcett, welcome and we would love to know where you heard about
this.

1343.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Hey just on the phone with my brother Floyd, and he is watching the
comment now, so say "Hello Floyd" everyone

1344.

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago
Hey welcome C Fawcett!

1345.

C. Fawcett about 22 hours ago
Has anyone posted this to Reddit?

1346.

C. Fawcett about 22 hours ago
Just found out about this yesterday. . . my boyfriend is gonna freak, lol. He
was a massive Myst fan.

1347.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 22 hours ago
@ Jason, there will be some very angry fans, we missed out on Broken
Sword by a whisker because it wasn't a bit fighting game and we found out
accidentally and just too late.

1348.

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago
welcome new backers!

1349.

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago
that's what I'm talking about

1350.

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago
go numbers go

1351.

Griffin about 22 hours ago
I've been keeping an eye on the $1 to $45 tier backer numbers, sometime in
the last hour we are over 15000 of them! Glad to have you all, we're doing
this together.

1352.

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago
/me goes to get coffee

1353.

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago
Americans need their morning coffee, but they will wake up eventually

1354.

Jason Chau about 22 hours ago
@Wayne: Judging by the way the totals are going I think it is totally possible!
(to get to $1.3M). We are at almost $1.2M now right? Then $1.3M is totally
totally possible. If Cyan also allows 'slacker backers' that is...
@Carol: Thanks! Yes indeed , it's been REALLY TOUGH getting a word out
over there! It seems none of the gaming sites I know of are interested in
Kickstarter (for some odd reason). I'd sent a few messages over to gaming
site Kotaku about the KS campaigns without much hope...

1355.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
ok we are 28.6 backers lower (corrected as if 24h)
and 13376$ lower also (corrected as if 24h)
BUT those are the corrected numbers for the last 18h (with US sleeping)
(corrected as if 24h)
well done Europe Australia etc.....!!!!!!!!!
Now its time slowly America (US and Canada) to get in the game!!!!!!!!

1356.

Griffin about 22 hours ago
@Wayne yes I just looked at the Cyan page and checked out the "paypal"
button pledges; you can get tiers $25-$250 there for an as-yet unspecified
time after the Kickstarter, usually the Paypal thing goes on for at least a
month for a big project.
Also, boosting www.thankyoucyan.com, go read and leave stories for more
Obduction publicity!

1357.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
@Nila I keep forgetting about that. Good practice for them if they do. :)

1358.

Jim Higgitt about 22 hours ago
@Allan Or at least $1.3m

1359.

Sumatria about 22 hours ago
Good morning all

1360.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
@jose: i don't think they have to rewrite realmyst engine, since they are
doing the new RealRealMyst right now.. ;) maybe it's already in there... :)

1361.

Tako Shak (KT) about 22 hours ago
Good morning, y'all. Maybe with this spike, we can hit 20,000 backers. :)

1362.

Allan Børgesen about 22 hours ago
/think $13M

1363.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
@Jim yes, is 13 lucky for you?

1364.

Jim Higgitt about 22 hours ago
LOL, 13,000, lucky for some...

1365.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
Apologies. I'm too fast. :)

1366.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
I wrote that bevore i could see yr message, jose! thx!

1367.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
Hell you could probably re-work the realMyst engine and add Rift support
right now. :)

1368.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
like using Paypal

1369.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
Gainesville? one of my favorite american authors used to come from
Gainesville...

1370.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
we can still donate after the KS, right?

1371.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
@Nila Not really. Support was added to Half Life by simply adding support to
the engine. And how many years old is that game? The extra world is going
to take for more work than Rift support as far as I'm concerned.

1372.

Allan Børgesen about 22 hours ago
okay, maybe the add. world will come as expansions on Steam later...IF we
not reach 1,7 this time????

1373.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
ok, thanks jose!

1374.

ericfromabeno about 22 hours ago
Horatio: awaiting the intensity. I think you have a new slogan or catchphrase
there ^_^

1375.

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago
@Horatio, Good Morning Gainesville!

1376.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
yes, but a 4th world is 'just' additional content accessible from the 'hub' and i
think rift must be implemented pretty early in stage of development? maybe
one of the tech headz can confirm on that!?

1377.

Horatio about 22 hours ago
@Wayne: During this campaign, it's ALWAYS lunchtime! *urp*

1378.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
@Nila Very easy actually. Assume Unreal Engine 4 gets support at a later
date by ensuring your current 3D world and object design are stereo ready
(no cutting corners on textures from various angles or viewpoints) and you're
good to go. Just look at the number of older 3D titles that gained OR support
very quickly.

1379.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
what times LUNCH

1380.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
morning Horatio

1381.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
morning horatio! slowly prepare for yr 1st dinner in 4 weeks! only 47 hours to
go!

1382.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
My understanding is that the "Rift" is not very expensive to do, whereas; the
new world would be

1383.

Horatio about 22 hours ago

Good morning all. I'm awaiting the intensity.

20,701
Backers
$1,221,487
pledged of $1,100,000 goal
25 hours to go

Back This Project $1 minimum pledge
This project will be funded on Saturday Nov 16, 9:06am EST.
Funding period
Oct 17, 2013 - Nov 16, 2013 (30 days)

Project by

Cyan, Inc.

Mead, WA Contact me
• First created · 3 backed
• Has not connected Facebook
• Website: cyan.com
See full bio
•

Pledge $1 or more

508 backers
Morale Supporter ============================= Thank you! You'll receive
Kickstarter backer updates (digital) as your reward. Your support of Obduction helps
get us one step closer to making this new, virtual world a reality!
Estimated delivery: Nov 2013
•

Pledge $25 or more

11100 backers
Gimme the Game ============================= You'll receive a digital
download of Obduction for your computer (Windows or MacOS) along with a digital
manual. Plus, you'll get access to special backers-only Obduction forums where you

can share & speculate about the game and interact with the development team.
You'll be listed in the "Backers" section in the game credits and on the official
website. Additionally, you'll receive digital hi-res concept art painted by awardwinning artist Stephan Martiniere.
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•

Pledge $45 or more

4368 backers
Digital Collector ============================= You'll receive our Obduction
digital Strategy Guide, a Digital Art of Cyan Artbook, and the digital version of the
Obduction soundtrack. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•

Pledge $75 or more

2855 backers
Gimme the Box ============================= Receive an exclusive
Obduction special boxed edition containing the game for Windows or MacOS. The
boxed version will be available only through this Kickstarter campaign. Your name
will be featured in the "Box Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $120 or more

862 backers
Show & Tell ============================= Get an exclusive, limited edition
Obduction T-shirt. You will also get an 8 by 10 print only available via the Kickstarter
campaign and 3 high quality postcard prints. Your name will be featured in the
"Show & Tell Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $250 or more

700 backers
Art Collector ============================= You'll receive an exclusive
Kickstarter limited edition Art of Obduction book along with an exclusive Kickstarter
poster – both will be signed by Rand Miller and the team members. Your name will
also be in the "Signature Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $425 or more

102 backers
Double Disc ============================= NEW REWARD TIER. Receive
a Kickstarter exclusive Obduction disc-golf disc that will be signed by the Obduction
team, AND get a Kickstarter exclusive compact disc of the Obduction soundtrack.
Both of these items are designed exclusively for (and will be available only through)
this Kickstarter campaign. Your name will be featured in the “Disc Backers" section

of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $850 or more

30 backers All gone!
Become the Artist ============================ Help us design an item in
Obduction! Your personalized item has a chance to be seen by anyone playing
Obduction. You'll provide the look (some restrictions apply), and we will put your
item in the game. Your name will also be in the "Additional Design" section of the
credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $850 or more

32 backers Limited (28 left of 60)
Egg-sibitionist ============================ Not the artistic type? We'll give
you another option. You provide an image (that you own the rights to), and we will
build an exclusive Easter egg that only you will know how to solve. Your name will
also be in the "Additional Design" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards,
except "Become the Artist")
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $1,100 or more

25 backers All gone!
Become the Strata 3D Artist ============================ NEW REWARD
TIER. The images in the original Myst were created using Strata 3D Software. As a
special offer, our friends at Strata have generously offered to support the Obduction
Kickstarter campaign by providing a special Myst version of their Strata Design 3D
CX software ($600 value) to backers at this special reward level or above. You’ll use
Design 3D CX to design, model, and texture an (appropriate) item for Obduction!
Your object will have a chance to be seen by anyone playing Obduction. Your name
will also be in the "Additional Design" section of the credits. This special Myst
version of Design 3D also includes some of the surface textures and digital 3D
objects from the original Myst models. The textures can be used in your own
models, and you can open the 3D objects and see how they were created. And
that’s not all! You’ll also receive 5 exclusive hi-res digital images (one image from
each Age of Myst) rendered from the original Myst models. These are scenes you'll
recognize, but at the highest resolution possible, and never before released. (+ all
rewards from $250 level and down)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $4,500 or more

6 backers Limited (24 left of 30)
Let's do Launch at Cyan. ============================ Spend an entire
business day at Cyan and visit with the team! Look behind the scenes, ask those

burning questions, and join us in an exclusive friends and family private launch
party. Includes lunch, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging. Also receive an
exclusive Obduction prop; less than 100 of these will be produced - exclusively for
this campaign and the Obduction team. Your name will also be in the opening
credits as “Executive Backers” (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•

Pledge $10,000 or more

5 backers Limited (5 left of 10)
Experience Design at Cyan ============================ Experience an
early Obduction design meeting either at Cyan's studio (travel provided) or via
Skype, Google Hangouts, or FaceTime (iPad provided.) We'll prep you with
background info, and you'll watch a brainstorming/problem-solving session play out
- it might get loud. Later that evening, have dinner with Rand Miller and other
members of the design team. As the production progresses, you'll be one of the first
to play an early build and provide feedback to the design team via Skype. You'll
continue to receive project updates from the producer along with exclusive updated
builds that you'll be able to play. Your name will be in the opening credits as
“Supporting Producer." Part of selecting this reward means you must select from
either 1) lunch, dinner, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging OR 2) latest
iPad (Wifi internet connection required.) (+ all previous rewards - yes, you will be
joining us at the launch party, too!)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015

